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STORY OF THE CRIME.
lhe Slayers of Othcer_White Transferred for
Safe Keeping.
On the fast L. &N. train going south.
officers passed through Hop 'lint ville Fri.
morning with the three negroes who
killed Policeman White at Owensboro.
The murderers have been in jail at
Rockport, Ind., but rumors of a mob
from Davies. county caused them to be
removed to avoid danger. It is almost
certain that if they had not been remov-
ed they would have been mobbed.
The prisoners would not talk to any-
body at the train this morning. They
were handcuffed and chained. They
will be taken to Louisville.
The murdered man was Officer A. W.
White, one of the most popular men on
the force. He was killed by Alt Holt.
colored, in front of William Phillips.
saloon, on Lower Fourth street.
White was killed with his own pistol.
which warn taken from his pocket by a
negro named George Baskett, anc
handed to Holt. eele was shot once in
front of and to the right of the left arm
pit, and also to the right of and above
the left nipple.
The facts concerning the killing are
as follow,:
A large crowd of negroes was assem-
bled in front of Phillips saloon yelling
for McKinley. White ordered them to
clear the sidewalk. They obeyed him
reluctantly, and soon blocked the pave-
ment again. White once more ordered
them to disperse, when they began it
crowd in on hie). George Basket, Ben
Allison and Herman Basket caught
White and held his arms. Basket got
White's pistol and handed it to All
Holt, who fired the fatal shots. All of
the negroes then fled. These faces were
brought out at the Coroner inquest, at
which Commonwealth's Attorney J. E.
Rowe examined the witnesses. George
Basket was captured shortly before nom;
and lodged in jail. The other men were
arrested later on.
The murdered man was unmarried
and about twenty-eight years old. He





Chicago, Nov. 6.—In discussing the
situation, Senator Jones*, Chairman of
the Democratic National Committee
"What defeated us was the action of
large employers in telling their men
they need not return to work on Wed-
nesday if McKinley was defeated. This
unquestionably lost us thousands ot
votes, for the man with a wife and little-
one cannot help being moved by a pro
spect which threatens to deprive hipi of
work and consequent means of support
But we have won a victory just tie
same, for I do not believe that any po-
litical part in this country will dare in-
clude the word 'gold' in their ph tforni
in 1900. Whatever happens, however
we shall not abandon our fight for sil
ver, whic.11;is a just one, and one that is
bound to triumph.
"I think it will be the aim of the Re-
publicans to deprive sus of an issue oi
this question, and I firmly believe that
Mr. McKinley will bend all his effort.
toward the 'securing of an international
agreement.
''He is friendly toward silver. Then
can be no :doubt regarding that. His
public record proves that, and if he is
confronted witb a free silver bill, as I
have little doubt he will be, he will sigi
it.
"I believe, moreover, that before the
close of his administration he will steno
In about the game relation to his party
that President Cleveland does toward
• the Democratic party. The Westeru
Republicans will unquestionably urge
silver legislation upon him, which, of
course, will be bitterly opposed by East-
ern Republicans. He can not please
one eithout giving deadly offense to
the other, and I think the result will be
that he will alienate the Republicans of
the East."
In the First District.
Mr. Charles K. Wheeler, in the First
congressional district, defeated Keys,
Populist, by 3,250, and defeated Thomas,
Republican, by 2,40ti. Bryan defeated
McKinley in the district by 13,096.
New Board Appointed.
Governor ;Bradley has appointed a
new State Board of Equalization to suc-
ceed the Democratic Board, whose term
just expired, as follows: Ed Barker,
London; Capt. Martin. Munfordville;
R. McMichael, Lexington; W. A. Bul-
lock, Bowlisig Green.
Further Particulars.
Further particulars from the shooting
at Lynnville, Graves county, Tuesday
night, state that John Ross, SOn of Dr
Ross, a well-known physioian. was shot
in the abdomen by John Turner, a well.
known young man.
The trouble originated over polities,
and both young men are said to have
',eon drinking.
Dr. Dismukes, of Mayfield, was called
to dregs the injury, which may prove
fatal.—Paducah Register.
November 15th The Date
As there seems to be some confusion
as to the date of the bird law, it is well
to state that there has been no change 01
dates. A bill was passed by the legisla
cure prohibiting the shooting of quail ie
the state for two years, but the measure
vas killed in the Senate, and the law re-
'name the same. It is unlawful to kill,
eapture or have in possession quail be-
tween Jan. 1 and Nov. 15. They may
to killed only between Nov. 13 and Jan.
1. Birds are said to be very plentiful
this season and sportsmen will have six
week of fine shooting.
The Proposed Road.
The survey of the proposed Cairo ano
Jumberland Gap Railroad is practically
,emmleted. The Franklin Favorite says:
"Mr. Neale, owner of the charter, has
peen in the city several days this week,
'and to a Favorite representative he said
that the survey was an admirable one:
that only one tunnel would be necessary
on the entire route, and that the roac
'could be constructed at less cost per
•uile than any road that traversed this
section. He thinks the road will un;
doubtedly be put through and that ac-
tive construction may be under way
within a few weeks after the election."
Col. Neale and his surveying force
having surveyed a route of185mi lee from
Fort Jefferson, nearly opposite to Cairo,
to Franklin, have returned to Mayfield.
We understand the line was run from
Franklin to Cumberland Gap. The im-
pression prevails that the parties whe
oave arranged to float the bonds of the
railroad stand ready to comply with
their obligation as soon as the engineers
'an cast up an accurate statement ant,
,inap of the country through which the
road is to be run. This work will en-
tail some two months. —Cadiz Telephone
L. & N. Earnings.
For the fourth week ofOctober1896the
zross earnings of the Louisville& Nash-
;We Railroad Company were: Freight
492,285; passenger, $103,185: miscel-
aneous, $41,705, making a total of $639-
.75, which was a decrease of $7,254
vhen compared to the corresponding
week of 1e9.3, but an increase of 143,725
ever 1894, and an increase of $89,388
,.ver 1893, but a decrease of V.25,011
trom 1892.
For the month of October lts96 the
;roes earnings were: Freight $7,478,-
'25; paesenger $848,865; miscellaneous
t119,000, making a total of $1,941,600,
-vhich was a decrea4e of $37,999 from
elober 1895, but an increase of $76,405
.ver 1'894, and an increase of $292,048
iver 1893, but a decrtase of $96,551
:tom 1892.
From July let, 1896 to October 31st,
.896, both dates inclusive, the gross
•arnings were: Freight, $5,012,804;
passenger, $1,508,162; miscellaneous,
453,917; making a total of $6,975,683,
.vhich was a decrease of $107,961 when
orapared with corresponding period of
Ls95, but an increase of $300,230 over
11494, and an increase of $628,729 over
1893, but a decrease of $721,738 from 1892.
ROPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY, ICENTIJCIKY, FRIDAY, NOVESIBELt 13 1896.




The Fight for 131-Metallism Will Go Bravely
On Without the Slightest Interruption.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA!
Chicago, Nov. 6.—Chainnan Jones is-
sued the following statement last night :
"The result of the Presidential elec-
tion is apparently no longer in doubt. It
has been one of the closest couteets thut
the people have been called on to deter-
mine in recent years. We have claimed
the election on our advicee from States
rhat were admittedly in donbt, in which
we knew there had been many frauds
and from which there were evidences of
rampering with the returns. It seems
'tow to be apparent that while Mr. Bry-
in, after making the most brilliant cam-
paign in the history of our country and
laving carried most of the States claim
ed to be doubtful, has not carried
enough to assure his success in the elec-
toral college.
"Bryan electors have been chosen
from all of the States South of the Po-
tomac and Ohio except West Virginia.
aid all those West of the Missouri cx
•ept California and Oregon. He hal-
ite) electoral votes and this number may
to increased by final returns from States
eet in question. He has not obtained
enough votes to carry the electoral col-
lege. Thus this remarkable campaign
closes with the election of William Mc-
idinley. The result was brought about
oy every kind of Coercion and intimida-
tion on the part of the money power,
including threats of lockouts and dis-
/Weals and impending starvation; by
the employment of by far the largest
uampaign fund ever used in this country
ind by the subordination of a large por
tion of the American press.
"The President-elect and his party art-
under the pledge to the American reople
to continue the gold standard, and by its
meration to restore prosperity to this
orintry. As Chief Executive Mr. Mc-
Kinley will have the cordial support
mf millions of patriotic American, who
have cast their votes for William Jen-
aings Bryan. They bow to the majesty
of the office and abide by the result
with none of the mutterings that would
have come from the moneyed power had
it been unsuccessful.
"They are confident the gold standard
'an not give the promised prosperity,
eat will gladly welcome it if it comes.
rhey will continue the great struggle
for the uplifting of humanity and the
maintenance of the dignity of our
sountry in the establishment of the mo-
netary system.
"And the Democratic party, aided by
its present allies, will still uplift the bi-
netallic standard and bear it on to vic-
tory." JAYES K. JONES,
Dem. National Committee.
THEIR WILL IS LAW.
Lincoln, Neb., Nov. b.—Id r. Bryan has
just sent the following telegram to Maj.
McKinley:
"Senator Jones has just informed me
that the returns indicate your election,
ind I hasten to extend my congratula-
tions. We have submitted the issue to
the American people and their will is
law."
THE ATTENDANCE WAS LARGE.
Pleasant Meeting Held by The County
Teacher• Saturday Morning.
At ten o'clock Sat. morning the Coun-
ty Teachers Association was called to
order at Crofton. The attendance was
very large. Teachers from twenty-four
districts were present, besides many
patrons of the schools and other per-
sons. The following program, inter-
spersed with music and recitations, was
1•T07.7\7"Is
The Cream of the Year
For Painting.
Buy only the best paint. Cheap paint is dear at any price. Sherwin
Williams' is the best paint. Been sold in this country 20 years. All
pure stuff. $1.50 per gallon. Guaranteed to be chemically pure.
Round  Oak Heating Stoves
Are made of selected iron, all joints ground, guaranteed to keep fire all night and to
last longer than any other stove made. We have ten difft rent sizes in Etock.
Majestic Ranges
These household joys do their own talking. They cure dyspepsia:economize in fuel
and make life a pleasure instead of a burden.
Full line of sporting goods, shells,: fine cuttlery,
etc.
FORBES & BRO.




Opening A ddres ;, W. W. Armor
Respons s W. W. Teague
Importane • of the Metlic Ss stem and
ho v to t eich it, McKinley's
M. A. Brown and Miss Edna Poe
Language vs. Grammar, Miss Maggie
Tucker and J. G. Wright.
Hints and Helps, Symposium
U. S. History, Misses'. Lizzie Owen,
Aminida Taylor and John Sollee.
Primary Gecgraphy, Mrs. Lee Wil-
liams, Miss Ellen Withers and Mrs.
W. W. An ner.
Busy Work, W. W. Armor and Carrie
Brasher.
hoe to teach Morale, Mrs. Ella Wal-
ker, Mies Florence Buchanitii stid
H. H. West.
TURKEY TIME CLOSE AT HAND.
Gov. Bradley lune' a Proclamation of
ThAnksgiving.
Gov. Bradley bast just issued the
followieg proclamation :
The State or nation that is utimitdful
if, or ungreteful for, the hi smilers be.
towed by the merciful God, ean not
should not rieserve prosperity. To
stint we owe all that We art' and hepe
be. He has preveeted war and pese.•
-ainee, filled our granaries, preserved our
sonor and protected our inentutions.
Therefore, the people of Kentucky are
,•equested to te•semble at their respective
..laces of worship and obiterveThursday,
he 26th day of this month, in thanks-
eying for the blessings of the past and
;resent, and in prayer for their eolith'
sauce in the future.
Done at Frankfort on the 5th day of
November, in the year of our Lord,
1896, and the 105th year of the Common-
.vealth. WiLLLem Ce BRADLEY,
Goveruor.
By Ed. Guffy, Assistant Secretary of
State.
Hon. Chas. Ewing Dead.
Hoe. Charles A. Ewing, Clairman
of the Illinois Gold Stamiani
Club, di el last week at Decatur,
He went home from Peoria Mon-
lay quite ill, but he was not regarded
m be in a serious condition.
Mr. EWillg Was a cousin of Vice
President St, venson, and was wt II-
itilOWIJ in Hopkineville. •
Not Yet Announc•d.
It has not yet been announced when
old where Mr. Lamar Monarch and
A188 Katherine) MeKeuzie wille be mar-
ied. Miss McKenzie's former Lome
ves in Christian county, but her father
ecentiv purchassd a nandsome sresi-
.ence in Bowling Green. He is now oni
;is way house from Peru, South Amen-
a, to which country he was sent as
Smerican Miunster—Oweasboro -Mes-
eager.
Uncle Rastas "Done Voted"
Uncle 'Rastas and a good Limey of his
,rethren took the log Cabin 88 their sole
;aide in stamping their ballots last
veek. Some of them didn't even
:now whom they were v Wing for. They
lad beet' told where to stamp the X•
aark, and they stamped it. A vener-
doles gardener, who it well-known
.bout town, was atled whom ho voted
or, on election day. He said lie had
.vttid for "McKiczie." When told that
am candidate bearing that nam W 18 iii
he contest, I:e said he reckoned it mite
il right anyhow, as he had stamped
•ight under the cabin. In Owenboro
;everal colored voters Nero of the irn-
wession that Dr. Kimbley was runitiug
or something, Kays the Inquirer. Some
;wintry darkies who' rode out Freeenca
Cruet Tuesday evening in a two-horse
.agon were yelling for Kimbley ith
.11 their lung-power. Even some of
eit town darkies were of the same opin.
on. When told that it was McKinley
.ad not Dr Kimbley who was running
or President, they were surprised, but
s they had planted their X's under the
.ig cabin were in nowise cast down by
eels a little thing as a mere mistake in
;rimenclature.
3ESULT OF JEALOUSY.
Would-Be Murderer Cots a
Warm Reception.
A TRENTON KILLING.
A Negress of Bad Reputatien at the Bottom
of a Tragedy
The details of the election day murder
.t Trenton have at last come to light.
Wednesday the NEW ERA announced
hat two colored men, named Rice and
Yates, had engaged in a difficulty near
['recto') and that Rice killed Yates. No
particulars could at that time be ascer-
tained.
About five o'clock in the afternoon
Rice started from Trenton horse-back
in the Clarksville road A woman ac-
ompanied lain, riding behind him.
Yates, it appears was a lover of this
Noma!), whose charace r is bad. He
-aw the couittle lettire town and he be-
;erne very jealous.
Securing a pistol he started after Rice
end the woman. By going across a
iield he succeeded in getting in front of
he couple. He hid behind a barn on
he farm of James Harrold,
When Rice and the wonian rode up to
the barn, Yates stepped from behind it
end °petted tire on Rice. His aim was
'ad and none of the bullets took effect
The woman slipped from the hone
anti hid behind a tree.
Rice pulled a pistol and began shoot-
ing at Yates. The duel lasted only a
few met-undo. One of the balls from
Rice's pistol entered Yates' heart aud
he fell to the ground stone dead.
Rice has not yet been arrested.
A Cabin Destroyed.
At an early hour last Monday a cabin
on the plate. of Dr. J. R. Payne, at Pem-
broke, caught fire and WSJ totally de-
stroyed. For awhile it was feared that
the residence would be burned. It was
saved by hard wotk. The fire caught
from a defective flue.
••••••••
A 'Possum Hunt.
A company of young people and spy
eral chaperones went on a 'possum him
Friday night. They caught two large
For Instance, Our Low Prices.=:t had l: barrel of fun. ' Sup-Among those in th  crowd wered eaten in the woods.
—ON— 1
i Mimes Willi- Rust, Toney Ware, Mary
I Walker, ;Hattie Walker.
Building Material ardware Paints Oils anti Mrs H 9 9 d ee rm. Will Starling. Oswin Stein-
1 hagen, Guy Stant, g, Neil Urabb, Will










Sr. lately and Capt. Bell Lead the Ticket
by a Few Votes.
The County Csitiviussing Board Sat.
morning completed the official count of
the vete of Christian county.
Aceortling to the report of she Board,
the ts.tals are as follows:
FOR PHESILLN C.
Bryan  3.143













Landes ........... . . .... 4,527
White .............. 3,147
roe STATE SENATE.




roe ROUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
MOTgan  4,509
Mosely ......... . . . 3,160
• FOR CONSTABLE.
Carroll  442
The following table shows the vete by
precincts;
JUDEZ JOHN FELEMD APPOINTED.
H. Will Succeed the Late Thomas
Green a• an Asylum Couinal•sioner.
A telegram front Frankfort annimuces
that Hon. John Feland, Sr., has been
appointed a Commissioner for the West-
ern Kentucky Asylum for the Insane.
The appointment is in no manner a
surprise. as Judge Friend's 11001P had
been recommended to the Governor and
his appointment urged by prominent
citizens of both the Democratic and Re-
publican parties. He will stewed .the
late Thomas M. Green and will take his
seat et the next regular session of the
Board of Commissioners.
Judge Felaed is admintlily qualified
to fill the position, and his lippoiiitinent
meets with general approval.
'98 Taxes'  Ias7Charn;e.
A pi nalty of 0 per cent e ill be added
to unpaid taxeti on December let, It*.
I am compelled to settle with the State
January let, 1897, and untrue taxes are
paid promptly. I will add penalty and
collect by levy at once.
Mc J. lesets,
Nov. 5, 1896. S. C. (2.
Rooms For Rent.
Two comfortable rooms to rent, one
up-stairs, one down stairs; only a square
from Hotel Latham, apply at this office.
WANTED—Pay boarders and also
couple in the house. Location con-
venient to everything, only a square
and a half from Hotel Latham. Rooms
can be rented two doors off. Apply at
this office.
A Imp orient Ulu' retire
To make it apparent to thousands,
who think themselves ill, that they are
not afflicted with any disease, but that
the mystem simply needs cleansing, is to
bring comfort home to their hearts, 88 a
costive condition is easily cured by us-
ing Syrup of Figs. Manufactured by
the California Fig Syrup Company only,
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Ben Carroll, for Constable, in the N,rth Pembroke Magisterial District, re-
ceived 442 votes. No opposition.
-
POPU-IST SHOULD STAND STAN.
Card From the Chairman of this Dig-
trtot.
To Populists of the Second district :—
No one more fully appreciates the depth
of disappointmeut now felt by you Blau
I, nor does any one share your disap-
pointment more, but it is a matter of
congratulation that we have from the
absolute sincerity of our past profes-
sions and supported without prejudice
what we knew to be the beet offering
for the success of our principles. We
have rejected every move by those who
sought to play upon our prejudices', in
the interest of the gold movemera
We are recognized as a class of min-
core voters by our fellows and best of
all we feel It in our OW11 consciences
Every man eau know of a ceitaitity
that iii the Second district 5.000 Popu-
lists stend ready to join their efforts in
behalf of right or to shoulder arms in
opposition of wrong, thank God!
We are defeated for the present but
time ell' vindicate our principles and`
bring to our ranks the remaining ntun•
her of voters necessary to the putting
down of wrong.
Let us stand tinn, surrending noth-
ing but contributing our part towards
holding in solid ranks the great army of
voters who so bravely met defeat Tues-
day. Let no Populist do ought to dis-
turb the unanimity' of sentiment now
existing but let the word go forth that
we will march onward and upward and
that if the principles of truth arid ins-
tine are not victorious in the !text na-
tional contest, it will not be due to any
faltering upon the part of Pop:dints.
C. E. team,
Chairman P. P. Cern. and Dist.
WILL RESUME BUSINESS.
 . Cox drBoulware Have Arranged
Their Busin•ss Affairs.
The innumerable friends and the buy-
ing public assuredly have one thing to
be thankful for this November.
Messrs Cox & Boalware have satis-
factorily adjusted their financial affairs
with all persons concerned and will con-
tinue in business in Hopktnaville. The
firm name will remain unehanged.
Shire beginning business here them
gentlemen have by their strict honesty
and thorough familiarity with the trade
mining from years of experience and
have now the fall confidence of the peo•
phi of this vieinity. The firm ham al.
ways carried a splendid stock. They
know what people want.
The new stock which will be bronght
on mill equal that in quantity and qual
ity of any metropolitan estahliehment
and se ill be selected with great care.
.
An Indication of Good Times.
There is no better indieation of tl.e
fast approach of booming times than the
wonderful foreign demand for our pro-
ducts, which is bound to send prices of
all our farm products much higher and
The Big American Woolen Mills Co., of
86 Fultou street, Chicago, are furnish-
ing $40 to $150 a month employment at
home to every man over 18 years of age
in good standing who applies to them.
If you are out of work write to them
and they will send you a big sample line
free and set you to work in your own
comity at once at good pay. This is the
first time in bevend years any man could
be sure of eerie tug steady employment
at fixed, sant pity by simply writing a
letter. Oet.29-4w
It is said that immediately after the
tiler ' Mr. Bewail's barrel was heard
o exelaiin very jubilantly ; "Never
teuched we."
Nol ody iTught to be in Ilse slightest
surprised to see it announced that the
notorious Powell Clayton is to be given
a place in McKinley's Cabiet. Clay-1 
I ton is simply a representative of the
methods by which the Republicans got
I hold of the Presidency this year, and
he's about as good as the rest of the
gaeg that will surround the man who
never had an opinion of his own, but
Mho always kept silent until he could
see how the majority was going.
FEAST FIT FOR KINGS.
Delightful Supper at the
Western Asylum
ON SATURDAY NICHT.
Or. Ben Letcher and Judge A. H. Andersen
Entertain Their Friends.
Superintendent Leteher and Steward
Anderson, of the Western Kentucky
Asylum for the Insane, celebrated the
election of Mr. McKinley on last Satur-
day night by giving a big 'possum sup-
per, to which they invited a number of
their friends. When the invitations
were sent out, however, party lines
were entirely obliterated, it waits strict-
ly non-partisan affair, as a glance at the
list of guests will show.
The guests arrived at the Asylum
about ti o'clock, and were shown up to
the parlors on the second floor, where
an hour more was opt nt at cards, in con-
versation, eke., ttf'. At about halt past
seven *tipper was 111100110ced stuui every-
body repaired to the large hall that is
used as a chapel and as a place of
ainusement for the patients. This hall
had been handsomely and tastily decor-
ated for Oho occasion. Never did any-
body sit down to a nicer, more bounti-
ful, or better prepared supper than these




'Possum, with Potatoes Coon
Oysters, Fried
Ilene cold Roast Pig
Oysters, Scalloped
Ice Cream Sherbet Cake*
Never was a supper more thoroughly
enjoyed than was this one, and this fact
watt fully atteettei by the hearty mrnuer
In which verb and every one of the
guests partook of it.
After supper everybody returned to
the parlors, where an hour or two more
was lip int at cards. It Was almost ele-
ven o clock when the guests took their
leave of Judge Anderson, Dr.
Letcher and his charming wife and the
other officials of the Asylum who had
made the evening such a pleasant one
for them. The occasion is one that will
long be remembered by all who woe so
fortunate as to be present.
Those present were: Hon. John Fe
land, Sr., Dr. Janice Rodman, Dr. B. F.
Eager, Dr. E. P. Russell, Judge James
Br athitt, Mewersaius Breathitt. Hunter
Wood, Jalnes R. Wood, Alfred I. Wood,
Geo. C Long, E. B. bong. J.41.
worth, 11. II Abereethy, Jouett Henry,
O. H Anderson, .1. B. Dade, le W.
Wiley, D. G.- Wiley, Charles Kuight,
T l. Bartel, W. T. Tandy, E. U.
I Sebree. F W. Dabney, E. M. Flail,
---Irwuui, J. K beechen Jarman
Polio, A. H. Anderme, Dr ant Mrs.
He'd. Leteher, Dr. F A Miller. De. A.




WILL WIN IN THE END.
He Dm Not Feel in the Slightest Degree
Discouraged By His Defeat.
Lincoln, Neb., Nov. 14 —William J.
Bryan has given out the following
statement to the bimetallist' of tile
U nit ed States :
"Cunt:view' that millions of loyal
hearts are saddeued by temporary de-
feat, I beg to offer a word of hope and
encouragement. No cause ever had
supporters more brave, earnest and de-
voted, than those who have espoused
the cause of bimetallism.
"They have fought from conviction
and have fought with all the zeal which
conviction inspires. Events' will prove
whether they are right or wrong. Rev
ing done their duty as they saw it they
have nothing to regret.
-The Republican candidate has been
heralded as the advance agent of pros-
perity. If his policies bring real pros
perity to the American people those who
oppose him will share hi that prosperity.
-If on the other hand, his policies
prove an injury to the people generally
those who do not belong the office-hold-
ing class or the p‘ivileged classes will
suffer in common with those who op.
pose
-The friends of bimetallism have not
been vanquished ; they have simply
been overeome. They believe that the
gold standard is a - conspiracy of the
the money changers against the welfare
of the human race, and until convinced
of their error they will coetinne the
warfare against i .
"The contest has been waged this
year under great embarraesmeuts and
4INST 1:REAT ODD,:
-For the find time during this gener-
ation public attention has been centered
upon the money question as the para-
mount issue, and this has been done in
spite of all attemp's upon the part of
our opponent to prevetit it. The Re-
publican convention held out the dela-
eive hope of international bimetallism,
while the Republican leaders labored
secretly for gold monometallism.
-Gold atanditrd Democrats have pub-
licly advocated the elsetion of the In-
dianapolis' ticket, while they labored se-
cretly for the election of the Republican
ti •ket. The trusts and corporations
have tried to excite a fear of lawlessness
while they themselves have been defy-
ing the law, and Amenean financiers
have boasted that buoy were the custo-
dians of national honor, while they
were secrtitly bartering away the na-
tion's financial independence.
-But in spite of the efforts of the Ad-
ministration and its suppoiters; in spite
of the threats of money loaners at home
and abroad; in spite of coercion practic-
ed by corporate employers; in spite of
trusts and syndicates; in spite of an
enormous .Republican campaign fund,
and in spite of the infiusiric,e of a hostile
daily press, bimetallism has almost
triumphed in its first great fight.
The loss of a few States, and that too,
by very small pluralities, has defeated
bimetallism for the present, but bimet-
allism emerge* from the contest strong-
er than it was four months ago.
••I desire to commend the work a the
three national eommittees which have
joined in the management of this carn•
paign. Co-operation between the mem-
bers of
inertscr POLITICAL PARTIES
Is always difficult, but it has been less
so this year than usual. Interest in a
common eause of great importance has
reduced friction to a minimum.
••1 hereby express my personal grat •
tude to the individual mernembers, as
well as the executive officer', of the Na-
tional Oonnuitte of the Ilemocmtic,Pop-
uliet anaSilver parties for their efficient,
untiring and unselfish labors They
have laid the foundation for future suc-
cees and 'diet try that is assured.
-No personal or political friend need
gri, ye because of my defeat. My =le
non has beeu to secure immediate leg-
islation rather than to enjoy the honors
of office, and, therefore, defeat brings to
me 110 feeling of personal loess. Speak-
ing for the wife who has shared my
labors, as well as for myself, I desire to
say that we have been amply repaid for
all that we have done.
••In the love of millions of our fellow -
citizens, so kindly expressed, in knowl-
edge gained by personal contact with
the people, and in broadened sympa-
thies we find full compensation for
whatever efforts we have put forth. Our
heart- have been touched by devotion of
friends, and our lives shall prove our
appreciation of the affeetious of the
plain people, son affection which we
prize as the richest reward which this
campaign has brought.
"lit the face-of the enemy rejoicing in
its victory, let the roll be called for the
next engagement and urge all frienns of
bimetallism to renew their allegiance to
eunse. If we ere rieht, as I believe
we are, we shall yet triumph.
'Until eonvinciel of this error, let
each advocate of bimetallism continue
the work. Let all silver clubs retain
their organizatiote hold regular meet-
ings' and circulate literature. Our oppo-
nevta have succeeded in this campaign,
and must now put their theories to the
test. Instead of talking myslerionsly
about email money' and 'an honest dol-
lar,' they must now elaborate and de-
fend a financial system. Every step ta-
ken by them should be publicly consid-
ered by silver clubs. Our cause has
prospered most where the money ques-
tion ham been longer discussed among
the people. During the next four yours
It will be ottutitid all over the nation,
even more than it has been etudied in
the past.
-The year 1900 is not far away. Be-
fore that year arrives, ititernational bi•
metallism will cease to deceive : before
that year arrives, those who have called
themselves gold standard Democrats will
become bimetallist@ and be with us, or
they will besome Republicans and be
open enemies; before that year arrives,
trusts will have convinced still more
people that a trust is &menace to private
welfare and to public safety: before
that year arrives the t•vil effects of a
gold standard will be even mores evident
than they are now, and the people ready
to demand an American financial policy
for the American people will join with
us in the imniediate restoration of the
free and unlimited eriiiitige of gold and
I silver at the present legal ratio of 16 to
1, without welting for the aid or con-
sent of ally ot er_natien.e
-Wet. J. linyse."
Rice Arrested.
Henry Rice, who shot Elbert Yates
last week at Treetou has beet arrrested,
and is now hi jail awaiting trial. Rice,
it is "aid, ham served several terms in
Vie State prison, lie leis a bad repute-
tituu.
A BIG MAJORITY
(81PELIAL TO NEW ERA)
Chicago, -Noy. 6—The Republicans
only lack thirty-oue of having two-
thirds of the Federal House of Repre-
sentatives. 'According the latest re-
turns the House will stand 909 Republi-
cans, 137 Democrats, 11 Populists. They
however, will be three or four short of
majority in the Senate.
DESPERADOES CAPTURED.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ER A)
Thacker. W. Va., Nov 6.—Two dee-
peradoes, who are members of the law-
less Hatfield genie were run down and
captured by o liters this morning. They
are charged with having killed three
men mu election day—last Tuesday.
The officers will take their prisoners to
some other county for safe-keeping, as
they are thought to be in danger of mob
violence in this county, where their vic•
time lived and were geese popular.
DIES OF JAMES PRESERVES.
rsPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
San Francisco. Cal., Nov. 9.—Jadlre
E. T. James, a well-known New York
jurist who had been in this city for
ome time, died here this morning from
an attack of Jim-Jams, from which he
heti been suffering for several:days.
RHEA'S MAJORITY.
[SPECIAL TO SEW LEA]
Bowling Green, Ky., Nov. 7.—John
Rhea's majority in this, the Third, Con-
gressional district has been officially
ascertained to be 248. Dr. Hunter will
eon test.
A BLACK RECORD.
[selectee TO NEW ERA
Thacker, W. Va., Nov. 7.—"Cap-
Hatfield and his fourteen-year-old soul
who were arrested here yesterday for
killing three men on election day, are
tough citizens. "Cap" Hatfield is said
to have killed seventeen men.
SENATOR TELLER TALKS.
[SPICC1AL TO NEW ERA]
Denver, Nov. 9.—Senator Henry M.
Teller arrived here from the East to-
day. In an interview he said: "I don't
think the Republican party will do any-
thing for silver during the coming four
years. The declaration of the St. Louis
platform amounts to nothing with a
limitation put upon it. Besides that,
the men who dictated the Si. L0111s
platform are opposed to bimetallism. in-
ternationaLy or otherwise. McKinley,
it seems to me, has shown by his speech•
as that he would be the advocate and
supporter of the gold standard on the
ground that it is a better standard than
bimetallism.
"During the four years to come I ex-
pect to see the Republican party aban-
don all pretense to a desire to secure in-
ternational bimetallism, and the contest
will hereafter be made between the
gold standard supporters and the organ-
ized haste of bimetallism. I think that
four yeats from now the people will be
sufficiertly educated to understand the
danger of the gold standard, and the
party that stands for bimetallism in
1900 by the l'uited States alone will be
successful,
'-There is no reason why we should
be discouraged. Our candidate was all
we could desire, and performed his part
to perfection. We must not look back-
ward but 'forward. The silver forees
have a magnificent organization, and
now for the first time, the fight is trans-
ferred from the silver States to the
whole countiy."
ON A SERIOUS CHARGE
A Former Citizen Arrested
In Louisville.
A WOMAN IN THE CASE
Or. S. A. Bradley and His Brother, Will Brad-
ley. in Trouble.
Dr. S. A. Bradley. formerly, of this
city, is in what appears to be serious
trouble.
He was arrested in Louisville Satur-
day by Deputy Sheriff Frank Carroll on
a bench warrant charging him with
-unlawfully and feloniously taking
and detaining a wonian against her will
and consent."
Dr. Bradley has entered a plea of not
guilty. He executed bond for $560 and
was released from cwitody. The case
against him will be tried on Dec. 21st.
A bench warrant is also out against
Will Bradley, who made his home in
this city several months this year,
charging him with sednetion. He was,
indicted on the charge last month. The
warrant, with bond fixed at $1,000, for
young Bradley's apprehension has not
been served by the Sheriff, as the accus-
ed has not been located. He is said to
be in lit. Louis.
Both of the Bradley's heve many
friends in Hopkinsville. and all of them
are loath to believe that the men are
guilty. Dr. Bradley is a veterinary
surgeon. He moved from here to Hen-
derson and later on to Louisville, where
he conducts a livery stable.
Will Bradley left Hopkinsville Kane
time ago and joined his brother.
About two months ago Bertha Ziehm,
a flfteen•yeanold German girl. swore
omit a warrant against Will Bradley,
charging him with meduetion amulet the
promiee of marriage. When the ease
was called in court it was dismissed, the
girl failing to appear.
It enw turns out that the girl claims
that she was taken to a farm-home on
the Cane Run road by Bradley and 1»s
friends end was kept there until the
cue was dientiesetriu the City Court.
Mrs. Claxton, of the Rescue Mission,
became intereeted in the elms and it
was taken before the grand jury, and
indictments were found against young
Bradley and several others who were
implicated. These are Louis Ogden,
Stanley Seamy. V ic Henderson. Ed Rob-
inson and Albert' Walker. The last
named is only one besides Bradley in
(monody. The indictment was returned
Ott October 23, but wail held up in order
to secure the arrest of the defendants.
The girl is now ill, and is staying at
the Rescue hileal011, at 513 Green street.
A Philadelphia editor asserts that
•'there are more than 6,000 d.fferent
kind of mixed drinks drank in this
country . " That statement sounds very
much as if the editor is the man who
drank them.
r
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i THE CABINET MAKERS
Are Now "Getting in Their
-Work" in Great Shape.
BRYAN GETS OREGON.
it Is Rumored 'is' Get SYCItfitt in le be Ms
fieso eats 10:11i3Or! t CaNsaat
KENTUCKY'S VOTE STILL IN MUST.
Washington, Nov. 7,-1 .45 p am -1$
is rumored in this city that Speaker
Reed is scheduled for the &lite port-
folio, and that be will accept. as it is
raid that he will have considerable op-
position for re-election to the Speaker.
ship of the Fifty-Fifth Congress. ssee n.
Albert S. Hopkins, a member front 1;11-
mans declared at the last salami that it
the Fifty-Fifth Congress, &could lie Re-
publican he would be a candidate for
the place that Mr. Reed now holds. It is
thought that as Reed was McKinley's
chief competitor in the St Louis cone
vention he will feel that he ought to of-
fer him the State Department as Harri-
son did Mr. Blaine in Peel Many pol-
itician. here, however, do not beliefs
that Mr. Reed would accept any plates
from Mr. McKinley. because he ha*
never liked him very much.
There is also a report to the affect shall
the new President will offer ex-Presi-
dent Harrison the State port folio. It
the ex-President declined Mt. N4 ("Kin-
ley would then feel that he bad pale it,•
debt he owed the H000sier state-imam
for his campaign !services. If Harroota
should accept the portfolio. M chillier
would feel that he wits formum no
whish would prevent him enter-
ing the Presidential field against his
chief should ambition or. events make
it poesible for him 'to again win Whoa
House honors. It would be good poli-
tics for Mr. McKinley to offer the place
to the ex-Presideut.
It it. also rumored that Mr ilarrisona
wife wants hint to become a eanchdates
for the United States Senatorship. which
the new Legislature will 1 ,e called
upon to fill, and it it. said w ogee be
more likely to prefer teat cc parings
second fiddle to McKinley, as iii- it Gala
then feel free to enter the Presidential
race in 1900 if he should cenclude thaK
he could win. le is belieeec that be cam
defeat Fairbanks or MeKieu or Wallacet
or any of the avowed candidates for
the seat in the Senate now oecepied toe
Mr. Voorhees.
It is now said that Hanna hae about
concluded to tat, the Treasure port-
folio, in which event Senator Shermaia
would get nothing, as that is tbe only
Cabinet place he would accept Rumor
also says that Mr. Haena may finally-
conclude that his buo Mee at home will
not admit of his takiag the Treasury'
portfolio, and that in that event Speak-
er Reed, instead of accepting anything
himself, will request that his friend and
colleague, Mr. Dingley, of Maine, be
made Secretary of the Treasury.
Rumor has it that Mr McKinley.
some time ago decided that if he should
be elected he would make Henry Clay
Evans, of Tennessee. Secretary of the
Interior or Postmaster General, be*
more probably the former.
Leading Republicans here say that
the notorious Powell Claytott is to be
given some place in the Cabinet. prob-
ably Postmaster Geneoal. or if not
he will be given some large bureau.
FAitois DeiYoung, of San Francisco.
and Kohlsaat, of Chicago. are said to be
slated for Cabinet places or for first-
class foreign missions. The names of
Good, Platt, Perry and Babcoct are al-
so mentioned in connection. with Cable
net places.
It is said that Mr McKintey feels that
he owes something to the *old Demo-
crats and that he will put ken* promi-
nent gold Democrat in his eabiziet. It
is rumored that he will offer some Cake-
net office to Gen. Simon Bolieer Buck.
ner.
An Illinois woman of 35 left her 76-
year-old husband because he refused to
vote for Bryan. That's the first ease of
attempted coercion that we've heard of
on the Democratic Fide, but it' n. as *en-
tirely right, and it is to be hoped that
the courts will give that venial, a di-
vorce.
Strikes are unknown at Ivorydale.
near Cincinnati. where the, wage-earn-
er shares In the profits. The Ronnie
Mills at Fall River. Masa, have just
paid their employee 10 per *tit of r2.
000. If there were more of tbee emelt
of w-operation abroad in the land, there
would be fewer labor dist ntbancea.
The St. Louis Globe-Demovrat evie
dently understands the gold- bug Demo-
crat, as it says that Kr. MdKinley mu";
give one of the Cabinet ettice. to some
gold Democrat—that they mnst have
something for the aid Oily rendered,
and also thinks lomethilig most be
given them in order to hold them in the
future
If Major McKinley wants to have any
rest between tow and the time he goer
to Weehingtou to 11111111t1IP the deem of
the office that Marcus Aureolus Fianna.
as agent for the trusts and ;whet illegal
aggregations of capital, purchase-ti for,
hun lie will have to get either a gat-thtig
gun or a bull dog to keep If office seek-
ers. Mr. McKinley way have .thought
that 11P had a hard time of it during toe
ramp-sign, but just let Itlin yait—at.
troubles haven't begun yet
If Mr. McKinley expectsfogtt a tar-
iff bill or any other sort of bill of any
importance through Cougress teeter* he
signs a silver coinege bill b. will ti1140
that he is badly mistaken. There are a
number of Senators who have bound
themselves together by at oath that
they will not allow any sort of a tariff
bill to peas the Senate until silver has
been restored to the place it occupied in
our currency system prior to 1878. They
will tack a silver rider to wren' tmpor•
tant bill that conies. imp: so .„ if Mr. Mc-
Kinley is very anxious to have. a tariff
as high as the Rocky • Mouuteula,
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A Republican Congress will do a great
many mean things, but it is not likely
that the next one will unseat Settle in
favor of Willie Pollard Breakinridge.
Those Republican editors who had so
much to say about how the eolid South
would be a thing of the past after the
election that occurred on Nov. 3rd, 1896,
have had very little . to say about the
matter since then. The solid South is
still solid for honest government and
the honest money of the ,onstitution.
If the drouth in India continues much
longer all the crops of every sort will be
entirely destroyed. Already the suffer-
ing is intense, and the death rate from
starvation is running very high. A good
deal of wheat has recently been shipped
to India from San Francisco, but if the
entire amount of wheat now on hand in
the limited States could be laid down in
India it wocld not entirely alleviate the
sufferings of the people for many days,
as the present Mock is very short-only
68.000,000 being the amount on hand on
the first day of last month.
Mr. Bryan. in declining the offer of
Siegel, Cooper & Co., of Chicago, to
manage their law department at a salary
of 0e,000 per annum, says that for the
next four years he intends to devote as
much of his time as possible to the
cause of bimetallisni. A man who is
that much in earnest is bound to win
his fight in the end. Does anybody
who knows Mr. McKinley well suppose
for on instant that if he had been de-
feated he would have declined a prince-
ly attlary in ceder to enable him to work
for the gold cause? Well, not much !
Mr. Bryan is a man, a patriot, who is
fighting the battles of a people who de-
clined last week to tight for themselves
-declined to fight for themselves be-
cause they did not understand the issue
and because Mark Henna's gold blinded
them to their own interests. They will
not repeat the mistake in 1900.
South Carolina is getting to be as Law-
less as any of the newly settled States
of the far West, and it is thought by
many people that the Dispensary law is
at the bottom of the trouble. The Dis-
pensary law has been the cause of a
great deal of bloodshed, and it ought to
have been repealed long ago. Only a
few days ago a Dispensary Constable
stopped one of the most prominent min-
isters of Charleston on one of the most
important street* of that city and com-
pelled him to submit to being publicly
searched. The Constable knew that
the clergyman had no illegal liquor
secreted about his clothing, but he did
not like the minister, and as the law
gave him the privilege of searching any
person at any time and in any place he
took the advantage of it and tried in
that way to htuniliase the clergyman.
Tihinan is the man who fastened that
law upon the State of South Carolina,
and it is a great pity that the State can't
get rid of the law and Tillman too.
It will never in the world do for the
courts of the country to recognize hyp-
notism in any degree, as it would com-
pletely let down the bars to all crimi-
nals. Every man brought up for trial
would instantly enter the plea that he
had been hypnotized by someone. The
only recognition given hypnotism in
this country was in Kansas about a year
ego when a man who was tried for mur-
der claimed that he was hypnotized by
a certain man whose name he gave.
Both inen were indicted, and when the
jury brought in a verdict it acquitted the
man who actually committed the crime,
while it condemned to death the man
who was accused of hypnotizing him.
The case was carried up and the Su-
preme Court of Kansas sustained the
verdict, but the Governor of the State
commuted the man's sentence to life-
imprisonment, if we remember correct-
ly. After that eta* was reported the
New York Bar Association addressed a
circular to the leading physicians and
physicologists of Europe asking them to
say whether or not hypnotism should
be recognized by the courts of justice
and to what extent it was to be accept-
ed in criminal cases. The majority of
the scientific men were of the opinion
that the courts ought not to recognize
the existence of such a power as hypno-
tism as it would necessarily work too
much injustice-and they are eminent-
ly correct, as any man who will give
the matter a moment's thought can see.
_ 
The way in which this country has
treated the Cuban patriots who are
struggling so hard for liberty is a dis-
grace. The alliance between the United
States and Spain should be severed at
once. Not another ounce of United
States powder should be burnt in aid of
Spain. If liberty-loving people of this
country desire to aid Cuba in any way
-by going there tb fight or by furnish-
ing money, ammunition and arms they
should be allowed to do so, instead of
being fired upon by our navy. By
rights this government ought to go to
the aid of the poor down-trodden Cu-
bans, but if it will not do that, it ought
not to prevent any of its citizens from
doing No. We are not under any tort of
obligations to Spain. Of all the coun-
tries on earth Spain is the last one that
we should aid, as she has never failed
to insult our flag at every opportunity,
and has on more than one occasion gone
so far as to fire upon it. Public senti-
ment in this country ought to be so
strong in behalf of Cuba that Congress
would be forced to cancel the existing
treaty with Spain and go to the aid of
tbe Cubans at once.. ,It is greatly to be
hoped that when Congress meets next
month it will do somethiug for our
neighbors, and in that way wipe out as
far as possible the stain placed upon the
national honor by the course that our
government hasso far pursued in this
'natter. Nine-tenths of the citizens of
this country are in sympathy with the
cubans, and would be glad to see Con-
green go to their aid even to the extent
of seeding troops there,
All of the forecasters have evidently
gone into the cabinet-making business.
From what overheated editors say
one would infer that the Coal Trust is a
burning diagram.
Registration should be required all
over Kentusky. The people are content
to have the expellees of elections in-
creased if the frauds are reduced.
If McKinley is positively assured that
Reed will decline, he will offer him the
State portfolio. He is also willing to
offer it to ex-President Harrison on the
same terms.
A Havana editor thinks that Spain
will have to whip Uncle Sam after all.
Poor old Spain has a full hand of trou-
ble in Cuba, and is not sending out ad-
vance agents to find any more.
A Boston scientist announces that the
sun is rapidly exhausting its heat.
There may be some truth in that. It
certainly doesn't seem to be quite so
warm now as it was last August.
Modesty would have suggested to
Boss Hanna the propriety of permitting
Major McKinley to outline his policy;
that is, she would if she had been near.
But Modesty is not the handmaid of the
successful boss.
The New York candidate who dis-
tributed 1,000 rabbit feet to his consti
Monts was defeated. This proves that
the rabliit foot really does bring good
luck in some instances.
chairman Roberts declares that he
doesn't want any pie. Some of his
friends ought to take him over the coun-
try and exhibit him in the large cities,
as a Kentucky Republican who does not
want an office is a curiosity that nobody
ever before heard of.
Talk about cinches, the Sultan of
Morocco has the greatest one in exis-
tence. He is just about to marry again,
and according to law everyoue inMoroc-
co must contribute a wedding present.
He doesn't even have to sendinvitations
to the wedding, and above all he can
get married just as many times as he
sees fit.
Of the seventeen States carried by
Mr. Harrison in 1892, Ur. McKinley
carried fourteen and Mr. Bryan three.
Of the twenty-three States carried by
Mr. Cleveland in 1s92, Mr. McKinley
got eleven and Mr. Bryan twelve. Of
Mr. McKinley's 280 electoral votes 133,
or nearly one-half, came from States
carried by Mr. Cleveland.
Democratic managers who have been
toiling over reports from county com-
mittees and orators who have been en-
dangering their throats on the stump
may not like but must admire the ef-
frontery of Marion Butler in announc-
ing that during the next four years the
Democracy will gradually surrender to
the Populist party and be :merged into
that hopeful organization.
The English politicians are very dif-
ferent sort of fellows from the politi-
cians to be found in this country. The
Lord Mayor of Liverpool has just paid
his $10,000 salary back into the city
treasury because he didn't need it ite
much as the city did, so he said. The
Mayor of an American city wouldn't
dare to do such a thing-his friends
would have him in a lunatic asylum
before night.
It is said that voting is still in pro-
gress in East Tennessee. Only a few
days ago the Republican chairman in
one of the mountain counties over next
to the North Carolina line wrote to the
State chairman at Nashville to know
how many votes their man Tillman
needed to beat Bob Taylor, and saying
that if he would let him know the ex-
act number he would supply them, foot
up the vote and send in the records.
If there is any advantage to be gained
by a long campaign the friends of bi-
metallism will most assuredly be sue-
easeful in 1900, as the Presidential cam-
paign for that year has already been
opened,-in fact, it is to be simply a
continuation of the campaign of "96.
Men who are as much in earnest as the
friends of bimetallism in this country
have shown themselves to be can not
fail to be successful in the end. Their
very earnestness alone will in the
course of time cause people to give
their theories; a trial, and when bimet-
allism gets another trial in the United
States it will never again be discarded.
There is considerable trouble among
the men who had election bets on Ken-
tucky. A good many who bet that Mr.
McKinley would not carry Kentucky
hope to gave their money by claiming
that he did not carry it, because Mr.
Bryan-by a mere accident, through
the ignorance of a number of voters-
will get sue of the electoral votes of the
State. Before the election there were
very few men in the State who knew
that the electoral vote of theStatecoteue
be split, but now that it appears to have
been done, many will probably take ad-
vantage of that fact, although they did
not think of it at the time they bet.
This accidental split certainly raises a
very fine poiat in betting circles, and it
will have to be decided by men who are
recognized as authority in sporting cir-
cles-and the small fry, the amateur
bettors who have up small sums, will
have to abide by their decision. What
the men who bet against McKinley real-
ly meant at the time was that there
would be more Democratic votes cast
in Kentucky on Nov. 3, than there were
Republican, but many of them will
take advantage of the technicality if
they can.
Judge Wood in a eerie at St. Louis
decided on Monday that secret societies
could not expel a member on account of
his being a saloonkeeper. The plaintiff
in the case decided by Judge Wood had
been a member of the United Workmen
for sixteen years, and been carrying a
life insurance policy of $2,000 payable
to his wife. A few years ago he became
a saloonkeeper, and on the 30th of Sep-
tember le95 the Grand Lodge palmed a
law expelling all saloonkeepers then be-
longing to the order and excluding front
membership all who might in the fu-
ture apply. Expelling the plaintiff of
course cancelled the life insurance poli-
cy that he had been paying the prem-
iums on for sixteen years, because no-
body except members of the order could
have insurance in it. Judge Wood de-
cided that e secret order could refuse to
admit. any man to membership on ac-
count of his being a saloonkeeper, but
that it could not expel a man who had
been a member of the order before the
Grand Lodge adopted that law, so he
issued a peremptory writ of mandamus
compelling the lodge to reinstate the
plaintiff. A good many of the secret
orders have within the past few years
adopted laws excluding saloonkeepers
from membership, especially orders that
have the life insurance feature-on the
ground that a saloonkeeper's business is
very hazardous.
There is more Catarrh in this section
of the country than all other diseases
put together, and until the laet few
years wasesupposed to be incurable.
For a great many years doctors pro-
nounced it a local disease, and prescrib-
ed local remedies, and by constantly
failing to cure with local treatment,
pronounced it incurable Science has
proven catarrh to be a constitutional
disease, and therefore requires constitu-
tional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure,
manufactured by F. J. Cheney & Co.,
Toledo, Ohio, is the only constitutional
cure on the market. It is taken inter-
nally in doses from 10 drops to a tea-
spoonful. It acts directly on the blood
and mucous surfaces of the 'system.
They offer one hundred dollars for any
case it fails to cure. Send for circulars
and testimonials. Address,
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
Sold by druggists. The.
Family Pills are the beet.
4100.0somigsailasilairdwa..
The Democrats continue to claim
Wyoming.
Many a Republican politician is now
engaged in picking out the job that he
will not get.
The peanut crop is short this year.
The crop of politicians of that brand,
however, is an exceedingly flourishing
one.
The young man in Iowa who won a
thousand kisses on the election is now
doubtless sorry that he did not stipulate
that they should be payed on the install.
meut plan.
The man who waits for Prosperity to
hunt him up will find that the proces-
sion has entirely left him. The man
who meets with success these times is
the man who gets out and hustles.
When the country is told that "the
cherished ordinances of free govern-
ment have been baptized with a new
and holy patriotism" it is encouraged to
hepe that the Anti-Trust law is to be
vigorously enforced.
Public sentiment in this country de-
mands that Mr. Cleveland recognize the
Cuban insurgents as bellligereuts,but he
doe; not regard the wishes of the people
about any anything unleas they happen
to coincide with his own.
The latest reports indicate that Wey-
ler is anxious to have the United States
kick him out of Cuba; in other words,
he is willing to save his honor at the
expense of the seat of his breeches. and
he should be given that privilege.
- -  
It is said that Mr. McKinley doe* not
want the old McKinley bill re-enacted,
but that he is satisfied with the Dingley
bill. The object might to be to satisfy
the people and not Mr. ildcKinley, as
the people will have to do the paying.
Those people and newspapers who
are urging that the sun flower be adopt-
ed as the national flower evidently for-
get that Oscar Wilde always wore one
before he went into retirement on the
advice of an English Judge. The sun
flower will not do.
The New York Thrice-a-Week World
says that Thomas C. Platt can have the
Treasury portfolio by simply signifying
his willingness to accept it. That's
pretty hard on Mr. McKinley, for if
there is a more notoriously corrupt man
in the United States, one who would be
more apt to operate the national treas-
ury in his own and Wall Street's inter-
ests than Thomas C. Platt the public is
not aware of it. No Administration
that desired to be clean could afford to
have anything to do with Boss Platt.
The irrepressible keep-off-the-grass
Coxey comes to the front with a new
scheme as a basis for the campaign of
1900. He proposes the demonetization
of both gold and silver, and the making
of the State Governments the sole own-
ers of all corporations, as well as the
furnishers of work to all workers; then,
too, he wants to force money owners to
lend money at "cost," the borrower, of
course to decide what "cost" is. Of
course, a convention is to be held.
Coxey has fixed the date for Jan. 12,
1697.
Those politicians who are constantly
crying that the Wilson tariff has de-
stroyed our manufactures have noth-
ing to say about the contracts placed in
this country for the construction of two
powerful nouclade for the Japanese na-
vy, nor about the big order for armor
plate recently sent over here by the
Russian Government, nor about the
fact that a large quantity of Alabama
iron and steel Was shipped to Eng-
land some months ago. The Republi-
cans always forget facts when they are
against them.
And now it is said that McKinley is
to reward the tianneled-mouthedBourke
Cochran for his treachery to Tammany
and the Democratic party by taking
him in his Cabinet as Attorney General.
It is bad enough to have a Republican
Administration, but to have such a
scallawag as Bourke Cochran for Attor-
net General is more than the people of
this country ought to have to stand. If
Mr. McKinley wants to reward the
gold Democrats for the aid they gave
him in his fight for the Presidency he
ought to have enough regard for the
public to select a respectable man.
Even Powell Clayton would not relish
the idea of serving in a Cabinet with
Cochran
The desire of a iarge number of the
people of the State of Washington to
have Mr. William Jennings Bryan elect-
ed to represent them in the United
States Senate is a great compliment to
the late Democratic standard-bearer, but
it is not likely that he would accept the
place if he could be elected by a unani-
mous vote of the Legislature, in fact, he
could not afford to accept, in view of
the fact that he is to be the Presidential
nominee in 1900. And further, he wants
to advance the cause of bimetallism all
he can within the next four years, and
for that reason he would not accept. as
he could render the cause much more
effective service as a private citizen
working for the good of his country,
than he could as an office-holder.
Spain begs pitifully for a suspension
of judgment for two months. At that
time, if it is not able to subdue the Cu-
bans and restore order in the island the
United States Government is at liberty
to acknowledge Cuba's belligerency and
proceed as the rules of international law
warrant. There is both a note of pity
and of desperation in Spain's confession
that she has been diplomatically hold-
ing out false promises to the too patient
world all through this frightful busi-
ness, says the St. Louis Republic. A
year or more ago it was evident to the
civilized nations that the Cubans had
all the equipments and paraphernalia of
a revolutionary movement of effective
proportion's. But for the well estab-
lished arts of diplomacy by which the
comity of nations is mitintained, the
butchery of brave men and the mon-
stroua slaughter of women would have
been stopped by the intervention in
some form of the United States. The
strict observance of international law
which has been forced on the United
States by Spain's pleas and bluster ha.s
made possible a crippling of commerce
that has added unnecessary burdens to
the already demoralized condition of
the world's business. The lives that
have been sacrificed on a continent
whose, people have, one after another,
thrown off the Spanish yoke add intense
irritation to the injury inflicted on bus-
iness by the ('losing of one of its richest
avenues for two years. It is hoped that
President Cleveland will make short
shrift of the matter at the expiration of
the two months a krace for which Spain
is now pleading. The independence of
Cuba seems now to be almost practically
assured.
• •
Why is it that one man is old and de-
crepid at 45, and another hale and
hearty at SO? It depends on the care he
takes of himself. Often a man's body
gets out of repair-the trouble grows
until it lays him in bed. Whenever a
man feeleethat he is not as well as; he
ought be, whenever he is listless, with-
out energy and without vitality, when-
ever he finds that he 18 losing weight
and that his ordinary work gives him
undue fatigue, he needs Dr. Pierce's
Golden Medical Discovery. If he keeps
on working with his liver inactive and
his blood impure-he keeps his nerves
and his body under a constant nervous
strain. He will not be hearty when he
is old. The "Golden Medical Discovery"
curie many No-called diseases bectimiti
nearly all dimes; springs from the same
thing-bad digestion. consequent
impure blood. The "Discovery" makes
the appetite good, the digestion strong,
assimilation easy, and the blood rich
-pure
LET EVERY WOMAN READ. New Goods! New Goods!
There is Strength and Health in ThisHas Then] In Endless Varieties.
Greateit of Discoveries! Jusi in From the Eastern Markets.
At Every Stage of Life Where Renewed Nervous Energy, Pure Blood, Freedom From Pain, and
Normal Conditions Are Despaired of, Paine's Celery Compound Is the One Remedy That
Will Really Make You Well!
The first women in the land have good reasons to recommend to every suffer
-
er Paine's celery compound.
The proprietors of Paine's celery compound are not "patent medicine m
en.',
They claim not one whit more for this wonderful remedy than it wil
l ac-
complish.
They resort to no schemes to sell it; they offer no prizes. They belie
ve in
the only kind of advertising that can be profitable in the end; that is th
e recom-
mendations that go by letter or word of month from those whom Paine's 
celery
compound has benefited, to suffering friends, relatives or neighbors. 
The pro-
prietors of this remedy have given oet for publication the voluntary 
testimonials
of grateful women and men, who owe their health to Paine's celery 
compound;
they never change writer's words or exaggerate a person's importa
nce; they never
placard a plain citizen with titles; they never call a simple cure a 
miracle.
Paine's celery compound is today the least advertised of any prominent reme-
dy, and yet its output is far greater than them all. The demand 
for Paine's
celery es:impound is steadily, daily growing, while the sales of every one 
of the
artfully but dishonestly advertised "patent medicine's" are fast droppin
g off.
Although within a year the moet astonishing number of people in high 
socie-
ty, men who hold public offices of great importance, the wives o
f most distin-
guished citizens, such people as for instance, Mrs. Senator Quay, Mrs. D
r. Park-
hurst, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Congressmen Grout, Powers, Wilber, 
Bell, Mrs.
U. S. Senator Warren, the great Presbyterian leader, R
ev. Charles I. Thompson,
D. D., of New York, Maj.-Gen. Birney, Congressman Mer
edith, of Virginia,
Mrs. H. B. Sperry, Supt. W, F. Smith, of the U. S. botanical depa
rtment, Helena
Modjeska, Col. Littler, of the Chicago produce exchange, the Rev. Dr. Meek,
President Rowley, Hon. George L. Fletcher, ex-Minister Francis-the public will
recall scores of others of equal prominence-
Although it has happened that within the past year voluntary testimonials
have been constantly received from hundreds of such people, men and women
who need no introduction to any section of this great errantry-
Still the greatest pride of the makers of the remedy is not so munch the reli-
ance that the rich and titled have come to put upon it; but the good that Paine's
celery compound is doing in the army of people whose eircle of acquaintances is
limited to their immediate neighborhoods, the good it is doing among hard work-
ing people, whose health is no lest; valuable than that of the famous or wealthy,
and whose heart-felt testimonials are the beet of all tributes to the first among
American physicians, Prof. Edward E. Phelps, M. D., LL. D.
He discovered a remedy that could be pnt within the reach of the poor as well
as the rich,a remedy that has revolutionized in a few years the general practice
of medicine.
Until this discovery there was no cure for the many ills that women suffer-
women whose nervous system, for one reason and another, is impaired, whose
life is a harden on account of what arc ordinarily termed "female ailments."
The pains and aches which our mothers thought they must endure, now van-
ish entirely under the curatiyee health giving influence of Paine's celery com-
pound. Like nothing else, it fives new vigor, new life, new strength. It makes
nervous, ailing women well and cheerful. It dispels sleeplessn. em; leadachee
disappear. Paine's celery compound makes it unnecessary for women, at any
stage of life, to suffer from those serious ills that afflict no many. And Paine's
celery compound not merely relieves but permanehtly cures
SPANISH BUTCHERY.
Terrible Work of Weyler's
Soldiers in Cuba.
A FIENDISH ASSAULT
On the Wife of an Indiana Man Who Has
Been Residing in Cuba for Three Years.
•
[sPEct AL TO NEW ERA]
Key West, Fla., Nov. 10.-Advices
received from Havana last night per
steamer Olivette gave details of an out-
rage on an [American citizen and the
butchery of nineteen Cubans, including
four women, by Spanish soldiers. The
massacre occtued last Thursday near
the town of San Jose de lam Lays's, Ha-
vana province. A detachment of Span-
ish soldiers surprised six insurgents,
who, however, made their escape, which
angered the Spaniards, and they began
to raid the houses in the neighborhood,
alleging that the inhabitants were in
sympathy with the rebels.
The Spaniards went to the sugar es-
tate of Frederick L. Craycroft, who
went there from Indiana about three
years ago, Some of the soldiers entered
the house and two of them seized Mrs.
Craycroft and assaulted her. The hue-
band„ in desperation, rushed to his
wife's aid, but was struck down by a
sword in the hands of an officer. Two
terrible gashes were made in his back
and his right arm was nearly severed.
The Spaniards looted the house, took
$h50 in cash, and then raided other
houses on the estate. They burned
eight buildings and shot and killed nine-
teen inmates, four of whom were wo-
e
-men.
Crayesoft, when he recovered suffi-
ciently, wrote to Vice Consul Springer
at Havana. It is understood that the
Vice Counsel cabled en account of the
outrage to Secretary Olney.
The Spanish authorities in Havana
are greatly disturbed because several
thousand insurgents from Gomez's army
have entered Matanzas province. So
serious does Weyler consider the sitna
tion that he has withdrawn six thou-
sand troops from Pinar del Rio and dis-
patched them to Matanzas to stay the
advance.
Daring the seige and subsequent cap-
tere of Guayamara City by the insur-
gents the Spaniards lost 260 killed and
wounded. Three hundred and seventy
Spaniards surrendered to Calitto Gar-
cia, commanding the besieging force.
Garcia gent word to Gen. Costellanos
that they would be exchanged for Cu-
bans held by the Spaniards.
AN EARLY S/NSION.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA I
Frankfort, Ky., Nov. 7.-It is said
that arraneements are being made to
call an extra session of the Legislature
at an early date. A bitter fight is ex-
pected between Gov. Bradley and Dr.
W. Godfrey Hunter, both of whom will
be candidates to succeed Joe Blackburn
in the Senate.
ANOTHER MASSACRE.
ISPECIAL TO NEW ERA I
New York, Nov. 10.-A cablegram
from London says that there has just
been another massacre of Armenians, in
which 200 of those unfortunate people
perished at the hands of the brutal
Turkish soldiery.
WHEAT WENT UP.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA I
Chicago, Nov. 11.-llecember wheat
rose to 81 1.i cents here yesterday, the.
highest point of the year.
Gladness Comes
With a better understanding of thetransient nature of the many phys-
ical ills, which vanish before proper ef-
forts-gentle efforts-pleasant efforts-
rightly directed. There is comfort in
the knowledge, that in many forms or
sickness are not due to any actual dis•
ease, but simply to a constipated condi-
tion of the system, which the pleasant
family laxative, Syrup of Figs. prompt-
iy removes. That is why it is the only
remedy with millions of families, anti is




effects are 171 to the fact, that it is the
one remedy which promotes internal
cleanliness without debilitating the
organs on which it acts. It is therefore
all important, in order to get its bene-
ficial effects, to note when you pur-
chase, that you have the genuine arti-
cle, which is manufactured by the Cali-
fornia Fig Syrup Co. only and sold by
all reputable druggists.
If in the enjoyment of grod health,
and the system is regular, laxatives or
other remedies are then not needed. If
afflicted with any actual disease, one
! may be commended to the most skill:ill
' physiciane, but if in need of a laxative,
' one should have the best, and with the
well-inforuied everywbere, Syrup of
. Figs stands highest and is mxtuitzl!





That McKinley is Said to be
Holding.
A BLOW AT SILVER
Will Be Struck By Holding a High Tariff Over
The Heads of Foreigners.
Washington, Nov. 11.-If President
McKinley adhere to the four-year term
of office for postmasters and follows the
precedents set by the Cleveland Admin-
istration of counting the four years from
the date of confirmation by the Senate
a good many of the Democrots now
holding down Presidential postoffices in
the South will serve through the greater
part of the next administration. But if
the last extension of the civil service
law is respected by President McKinley
the pressure for postoffiees will be mate-
rially increased, and the way "charges
of offensive partisanship" will pile up
in the Postoilice Department will be ii
caution. Offensive partisanship has
worked successfully in the past and will
no doubt do so in the future in effecting
removals.
•••
The best information from Republican
circles indicates President McKinley's
policy. That McKinley will play four
big cards Us now settled. '1he most im-
portant of these will be the bluff at in-
ternational bimetallism. The next card
ill importance, and the one which he
will probably play first, is that of the
tariff. His third card will be upon the
foreign policy in relation to Venezuela
and Cuba. His fourth great card will
be held up his sleeve to be played, if
needed, toward the end of his adminis-
tration. These cards, as the programme
is understood, bear intimate relationship
to each other in carrying out what is
now conceded to be the essential fea-
tures of McKinley's policy which are to
bring about artificial "prosperity" and to
crush out the "free silver craze" which
is still terrorizing Eastern plutocracy.
•
The tariff policy, it is expected, will
be craftily played to influence interna-
tional agreement, or, more properly, to
demonstrate to the country the good in-
tentions of the Administration in the
direction of fulfilling anti-election prom-
ises. With the menace of a high pro-
tective tariff over foreign nations ibis
thought that through England an iuter-
national bimetallic conference may be
brought about, and thereby the impos-
sibility of international agrement be-
come so demonstrated to the American
people as to effectually 'stamp out free
silver agitation.
sie•
It is said that Cleveland will now rest
upon the laurels he has won in the Ven-
ezuelan dispute and the vindication of
the Monroe doctrine, and leave the set•
tlement of this and the Cuban and Ha
waiiau questions to McKinley. Cleve-
land will rest on his oars concerning
Cuba, unless lie is forced to act, and as
McKinley has announced hie sympathy
for Cuba, he is ted to be the frienu
in need to the island, especially if he
can thereby divert the minds of the
American people from bimetallism to his
own hobby of protectien.
By these three cards and the establish-
ment of perneuieut political headquar-
ters, With Mark Hanna thrown in, it is
proposed to establish &permanent meth-
od, by the use of money, for the suppres-
sion of the "free silver (raze" until the
Congressional campaign two years
hence.
•e•
Should not the "free silver craze" I e
stamped out in the West and South
prior to the assembling of the proposed
second Hanna Congrese, the card held
up the sleeve will be played. The card
will be emblazoned ill the gOld standard
East for the maintenance of "sound
money," and in the free silver South
with Federal lection law. which will
served the dual purpose of diverting
and dieorganizingethe free silver forms
both South and West and cementing the
East for the gold standard in time for
Iteee By the establishment of a per-
manent canipairen eommitte and other
signs, the leading politicans at Wash-
ington have not been slow to recognize
the Republican uneasiness for McKin-
ley's administration, which would not
be apparent did they have faith in the
promised era of prosperity to vindicate
and continue indefinitely the Republican
rule without a continuation of the cam-
paign methods of 1896.
Mr. McKenzie Expected,
A dispatch from Bowling Green says:
"The Hon. James A. McKenzie, Min-
ister to Peru, is now on his way from
that place to his home in this city, anti
is expected to arrive about the 28th.
Mr. McKenzie's eoungest daughter,
Miss Katherine, will be married the
first of next month to Mr. Lamar Mon-
arch, of Owensboro, and his coming
home is to attend the wedding."
A Wild Ride
In the dead of night for 0
LIOHTNINO HOT
DROPS.
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MR. WILLIAM 1, BRYAN CAMPAIGN OPENED.
For United States Senator
From Washington.
THAT'S THE PROGRAM.
A Cannon Bursts and Maims Nine Men Over
at Livermore-- Sherman For Secretary
of State.
OTHER NEWS FRESH FROM THE WIRES.
• [SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Seattle, Wash., Nov. 11.-The free
silver men at various places in this
State have started a boom for William
Jennings Bryan for United States Sena-
tor from Washington, and the move-
ment is meeting with approval every-
where and is growing rapidly in
strength. Mr. Bryan is exceedingly
popular with the people of all sorts and
conditions all over the State and it
would not surprise anybody familar
with the situation to see the Legislature
elect him. According to the Constitu-
tion of this State, a residence of one day
only is required to render a man eligi-
ble for election to office, that provisioe
having been adopted so that the State
might always be able to get -the best
men possible to fill the offices.
The only trouble about the matter is
that the people are afraid that Mr.
Bryan, desiring to continue his work in
the interest of bimetallism, may decline
to accept the Senatorship. if it is offered
him. He could, however, be Senator
and still work for bimetallism, as his
official duties would not take up any-
where like all of his time.
CANNON BURST.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Owensboro, Ky. Nov. 11.-There was
a terrible and possibly a fatal accident
over at Livermore, in McLean county,
The Republicaus were having a big joie
fication over McKinley's election, and
were shooting a cannon, when sudden-
ly the big gun burst. When the smoke
had cleared away nine men were found
lying on the ground near where the gun
had stood, and all of the nine were
More Or lees severely maimed. It is now
said that three of the woulded men can
not possibl, recover, while there are
one or two others whose injuries May
yet take a bad turn and result fatally.
It is thought that the cannon was too
heavily charged.
STILL 500.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Frankfort, Ky., Nov. 10.-The returns
from the election are coming in slowly,
and it may be the latter part of the
month before the official count of the
votes can be made. So far there have
been no returns that would charngeMe-
Kinley's majority-so it still stands at
500. November 30th is the last day al-
lowed by the law for counting the vote
of the State, so it will have to be com-
pleted before the expiration of that day.
ho--k and, auticipating the success of
Hanna, made trades for places before
they would agree to work for McKinley
and Palmer and Buckner.
There are so far known to be five ap-
plicants far each and every Federal of.
fice in Kentucky, and the scramble can
hardly be said to have begun yet. So
Senator Pettigrew Opensthe
Campaign of I 900.
A SCRAMBLE FOR PIE.
Another Massacre of Helpless Armenians lo
the Brutal Turkish Soldiery.
AN EXTRA SESSION OF CONGRESS.
Come and compare Qualities. Styles ANC) PRICES and be consisted thet it it ts yosr interest
to buy where you can obtain strictly reliable merchandise at lowest possible prices.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Yagkton, S. D. Nov. I0.-The free
silverVresidiential campaign of 1000 has
already heed opened. It was opened
last night by Senator Pettigrew, the
free silver Republican of this State,
who bolted' the St. Louis convention
ast June in company with Senators
Teller, Cannon, DuBois and others.
Sew tor Pettegrew says that he does not
belitve that a moment should be lost,
but that the fight should go on just as
though there had been no election last
week. Ile says that the friends of bi-
metallism must not allow the interest
in the matter to die out in the slightest,
but must keep on striking until they
succeed-and he has no doubt about
their finally succeeding, because their
c.ease is a just one and because the peo-
ple are really in -favor of bimetallism.
He does not regard the Republican
victory of last week as a defeat of silver.
but says the voice of the people was
simply stinted with money, but that the
people will be so stirred up over the
matter that Republican money will not
be:able to purchase the election in 1900.
HEY WANT PIE.
[seeciee TO NEW net]
Louisville, Ky.., Nov. 10.-To Chair-
man Roberts and the other leading Ken-
tucky Republicans life will be a burden
for a good many months to come. Nev-
Dress 5.-' 
Always
this line. Black and Faney
 SOMETHING kEW in
*IR It Silks, Silk and Wool and All
Wool Novelty Rough Suiting, Fancy and Staple Dress Goods in black and color-
ed. The newest thing in the market in Dress Trimmings.
CAPES and JACKETS. mANyugtorvilizZLOAssoesap anati TEDJacalzto is I.AIGE
Prices lo Suit All.
Underwear, Hosiery. I have a MAGNIFICENT STOCK 0t Men'sLadies' and Children's Underwear and. Hosiery
to select from, and you will also find my line of Blankets. Carpets, Rags, Mat-
ting, Oil Cloth and Linoleum and every other line of goods in my store well as-
sorted and up-to-date. Be sure you see my goods and get prices before buying.
All niT Men's, Ladies' and Children's SHOES WILL BE CLOSED OUT AT
LIOLESALE OUST.
T M. JONES.
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A City Within Itself.
THE BIG STORE.
THE RACKET
J. H. KUGLER, Proprietor
One Price
And Courteous Treatment to All.
Musical Concert from Our Balcony
Every Saturday Night.
You Are Invited to Come
And Bring Tour Friends to See THE- BIG STOIIL.
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OUR SUPPLY comistirg of all the latest fabrics-in
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shits in order to "swell" on, bank account. You wou:d do
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er was there before seen such a •• e 
•
hungry gang of Republicans as therm
are in Kentucky at present. They al: • e
want pie, and they intend to have pie tr;• • .9 111
or know the reason why. This horde g
of office-seekers has already gone te •
work on the leaders, who have not seen e g
e‘ •a moments rest since it became appar- •-. -•. • • •
ent that Hanna had successfully close.; ‘s $
his deal for the Presidency,-in fact. .7,1::
many of them took time by the fore- •• 'e
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numerous and so importunate are the e.
office-seekers on the streets that it Ire :0 "ee
quently takes a Republican leader an
hour or two' to walk a square. Those of '‘ $
the leaders who are "up to snuff" take
the back ,streets and alleys in going • "..•
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Ever brought to 11,,pkinsville We in-
vite your ing.pection and solicit your
rfide.
Richards & C.
Is -eev- eeeere .-.0.7eMeLeareaeat ---sereeegine.
60 10 THE LEADER
FOR WRAPS AND MILLINERY.
We i:_re still he: e and will stay. We are
receiving a new line of wraps evPiy day. con•
t.i3ting cf dies crtp.s. j 'ekets,
FRENCH AND ENGLISH COATS,
ebildrens reef3rs for alt ages, no two alike, f v-
ery wrap w rr n. ed -mad, and th€.
style. W • 3. 83 hive t. fl lc-It of mtione,y •-nd
Limey goo:8,
FINE PATTERN HATS.
'Cmi in and f.,e, ut. No trouble to bhow
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-As Tan Las It" Officers Many Marriage)
- Other News.
Miss El sabeth Long entertained the
"Idlers"Mure night in a delightful way
the occasion being the birthday of th
charming hostess. Al the conclusiou ot
the regulareprogreni, a humorous paper
on Nash Webster ly Mr. Unclerwooce r
splendidly executed piano Retortion te
Miss Elizabeth Lieeg. and a beautifu.
vecal solo by Miss Hettie Long. SeVeTa.!.
literary contest were he d. Out of t:,
most interesting of these exercises ie.:
thewriting of definitions of a set •
words some of which were, "Dadee'
"Spinster," "Nit," "Love," 'Politi-
cian," etc. Many bright and ingenious
answers were given. A dainty supper
was served, after which an old fashien,
ed spelling-match, conducted by Pre ei-
detic George Campbell, took place. Mies
Jennie Winfree captured the first prize.
a handsome volume of Eugene Fields'
poems. Miss Frances Rust won the
consolation prise, a pocket dietioutu7.
Next week the -Idlers" will dis 'nail the
life and works of Stanly Weyman
Those present last night were, Misses
Jennie Winfree, Willie Rust, Frances
Rust, Mary Flack, Elisabeth LIMIE,
Hattie Long; Messrs. Manning Broii n,
A. P. Crockett, George N. Campbell.
Tom Underwood, Jack Moore, Capt.
Allen and Will Hopper.
I. + +
The"As YouLike It"clab held a busi-
ness meeting Monday at the home of
the Mimes Flack, on South Main street
The attendance was larger than. usual.
The following officers were elected
for a term of oue year, beginning this
week:
President, Miss Belle Moore.
Vice President. Miss Madge Fairleigh.
Secretary, Miss Frances Rust.
Treasurer, Mrs. H. L. McPberson.
t
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Phelps have re-
turned to this city from Owensboro
The miny friends of the couple hope
Mr Phelps will find it to his interest to
permanently locate here. He has re-
signed the management of the Rudd
House.
+ + +
Miss Mary Barbour is with Miss Wil-
lie Radford at "Iellewylde." She may
remain there duriug the winter.
+ + +
One of the most popular and attract-
ive girls who has visited here for a long
time is Miss Lacy MitlIMS, a pretty
Trenton belle, who is a guest of the
Misses Settle, on East Ninth street.
+ + +
'Possum hunts are taking place nearly
every night.
+4+
The return of Miss Marie Tyler to
Hopkinsville is a source of great gratifi-
cation to society. She was sincerely
missed daring her stay in gew York
and Europe.
+ + +
Although Mr. Wilgus' term does not
expire for a good while, there is consid-
erable speculation being indulged in,
as to nia successor. As usual a large
proportion of the Republican voters want
this big slice of pie. According to seve-
ral newspapers in the district, Judge
John Felaed has a lead pipe cinch on
the job.
. *
It seems to be a piety sure thing that
Mr E. T. Franks will have control of
the patronage in the Second district and
that he will probably be given quite a
healthy chunk of revenue pudding in
the shape of the collectorship at Owens-
boro. There are several good jobs
hanging around loose in the Second dis-
trict, and of these the poet-offices are the
best.
+++
If Gov Bradley should be electedUnit-
ed State s Senator it would ciente anoth-
er election for Governor nextNovember,
says the Bowling Green Journal. This
would, perhaps do more toward causing
the Governor's defeat than any other
tiling. This State is uncomfortably
close and would bring on such a fight
for Governor as we never had before.
We do uot believe that our Republican
friends are willing to risk another pull
at it. If they want another fight for
Governor all is well and good, and
Democrats will be ready to try them
again. If the fight comes we are will-
ing to back our former leader, Hon. P.
Wat Hardin, of Mercer county.
+ + +
Those who have an eye on the Owens.-
bore collectorship and the United States
district attorneyship are rather quiet
yet, and if there has been a general
move yet made for these places, the
party leaders here know nothing about
It or else they are yam reticent.
Major Crumbaugh, of Hopkinsville
who was collector under President
Arthur, is an applicant for the same
place under the incoming administra
tion, and as he is an "original McKin-
ley man," it is claimed that he has a
flue showing, though one of the most
prominent Republicans of the city gives
It as his opinion that Major Crumbaugh
will not win, says the Oweesboro
seater
Dr. Turner, of Bowling Green, is also
an applicant for collector. What pull
Dr. Turner has for the place the politi-
cians do not seem to know. He is en-
gaged in the drug and wholesale liquor
business at Bowling Green.
Mr. Franks, it is also said, will be an
applicant for collector, and many are
now quoting what Mr. Franks is accus-
ed of saying in Hancock county early in
the campaign: "I made the race for
congress in the First district, and got a
gauger's place. I will make the race in
the Second and I will get the collector-
ship." Several of Mr. Franks' admirers
here have great faith in his being able
to win, and are continually hanging
around him, and they take much pride
in telling how he received about 4010
more votes in the Second district than
were cast for Bradley for governor. Mr.
Franke says he is not an applicant for
anything unlesa it is for some good place
which no other Republican wants, Mr.
Pranks was mentioned to sonic of tt e
. the collectorship, and they were inclin-
ed to make sport of it. One of them '
said: "Who, Franks! Good heavens, '
man; there is no show for him on
Fresh Fish
Alive when they arrive
opposite New Era.
SOME 1•ONEY FOR TEACHER
en Money Due Cannot Be Pam i:ut.•
Times are Better.
State Treasurer Long is iseparing to
.•:,d ever tit the &Moot teachers of the
eette, flat ugh , their coutit) anti olt.s
superintendents, (-Maks for the ereenae.
der of the two-flf5hs due them October
I. and only half of which was paid it
that time.
' For the third one-fifth due at the be-
viunieg of this meeeth they will have
te ....e there is .1.0117V tnoitcv
creent of tue school - To make tia:
militial matters worse than they were.
the recent political campaign he' eel-
dently interfered with the Sheriffs eol•
iectioies, tied theme officials are more!
teen ever behind with the amount ens.
tea Seine
Therefore, not only is neathilisr twine
eiinc toware paying off the million wed
a half olei a arrante. but the expecte s
the ecreent fiscal year are eet U. leg




• Beverly, Ky., Nov 5, 1896
The people of this community have
but one thing to congratulate themselves
npon in regard to the election-it is a
thing of the past.
Witham J Bryan will continne as the
advocate of the people, notwithstanuing
the tempting offers that come to him
from 'New York and Chicago, and in
four years he will be geauted a more
impartial hearing.
The farmers will soon have finished
work for this season. Largs crops of
wheat have been sown and large crop-
of corn gathered. The boys are nearly
all in school now, while their older
o'der brothers and sisters are devising
plans of amusement for the winter.
A nutting partyayas planned for th.
school last Saturday, but the weather
was too disagreeable foi the trip.
Rev. Lyon is now holding a revival
meeting at Herndon. Rev. Peyton, who
was called to the pastorate of Locust
Grove, did not accept, and the church.
as a consequence, is still without a
pastor.
Mien Elizabeth Donnell, of Church
Hill. spent Saturday and Sunday with
Mies Nettu• Hartle. Miss Donnell is in
charge of the primary and music de-
partments at Church Hill, while Mica
Harde fills a like position here.
Last Monday night a teatitiful meteor
was seen palming toward the Southwest
The entire country was illuminated with
a golden light. Possibly POMO wise Re-
publican astrologer can amount for its
appearance.
Last Sunday two colored preachers
baptized fifty-three persons in nine and
three-fourths minutes at Brailshae 'es
poad, on the Clarksville pike.
Shot a Mean Negro.
Shortly after ten o'clockalonday night
thr pistol shots fired in rapid succes-
sion, startled the people in the neigh
borhood of the Louisville and Nashville
strt100.
Officers J. S. Fritz and O' eorge Land-
er, who were at the depot awaiting the
train, investigated the shooting and
found that the scene of it was in the.
buck room of Perendo Tates saloon on
Ninth street. When the officers enter:
ed the place they found a negro lying
on the floor. There was a bullet hole
in his left ankle.
The wounded man was Frank White
a notorious fellow who has given the
police mach trouble. He is the negro
who had a rough and tumale fight with
Officer Tobe Smith some time ago.
Monday night White was in a mean
mood. He went into Tate's saloon and
behaved very boisterously. Jim Hearn,
WhO was behind the bar, ordered him to
keep quiet. White cursed Hearn and
everybody in the festoon.
Assisted by his brother, Mark, JAn
Hearn Piet tedehe negro from the 141110011.
He came back and continued cursing.
and was put out the second time. He
becape infuriated ink began throwing
stoma in the saloon and at the Hearn
boys. Jim Hearn shot three times at
him. One of the balls palmed through
the metro's ankle and mealier cut a hole
in his cout. It is not believed that he is
badly hurt.
The examining trial was set for to-
day, but White did not show up. Hearn
was reaased on a $100 bond.
PERSONAL POINTS.
Mr. J. E. Stone, of Herndon, was in
the city yesterday.
Mr. Alex Fulcher, of Fairview, was in
town y,psterday morning.
Mr. Eugene Morrison, of Pembroke,
was in the city yesterday.
Mr. Thomas King, of Church hill,
was in the city yesterday.
Mn W. W. Holtman, of Paducah,
was in the city yesterday.
Mrs. Samuel F Holloway, of Hopkins-
ville, is the guest of the family of Rev.
J. T. Barrow -Owensboro Inquirer.
Messrs. A. C. Cox and Logan Foul-
ware have gone East to purchase a new
stock of goods. They are experienred
buyers and will bring on one of the big-
gest and best stocks ever seen in Hop-
kiusville.
Dr. ,Roger Quarles Mills left the city
yesterday for Cincinnati. He will be at -
gent from Hopkinsville several weeks
He will take charge of the dental office
of a friend during the latter's visit to
New York.
Mr. G. H. Stowe, of Julian, was here
Saturday.
Mr. A. 0 Dority, of Pembroke, was in
the cify Monday.
Mr Reins Blaine, of Gracey, was in
the city this week:
Mr W. M. Fergersion, of Nortonville,
spenteauuday in the city.
Col: and Mrs. Frank B. Richardson
have begun housekeeping in their new
residence at Pembroke.
Miss Willie Mai Rives, of Christian
county, Ky., is visiting Mrs. J. D.
Moore on Main street.-Clarksville
Times.,
Miss Mattie Tucker, who has been
quite sick for a week, is able to be up.
Mr. James Rogers has sold his inter'
eat in the Princeton Reptailican and is
back in Hopkinsville.
Mr. Ben Armistead has resigned his
place as compositor on the Princeton
Banner and returned to this city.
Miss Theresa Raubauld, daughter of
Mrs. Max Haulm:11d, arrived in the city
from LouisvilleMonday night. She will
make her home in this city.
Mr. A. S. Pool, of Gracey was in the
city Wednesday.
Mr. J. B. Watkins, of Wallonia, was
at Bodine s,







A pure Cave Cream of Tartar Powder. Free
konaA amones, Akin, or any other *dual:tent.
le YAMS TH1 STAIMbilla.
Indigestion poisons are the bane of
the dyspeptic's life. When sick see if




wagons. If ea, take Shaker Digestive , entire 




Cordial. This is the only certain way. 
su
of being permanently cured, because it whiecniarm her htreUlgu. tilsat
is the only certain way that gets rid of coormemalutiV
n
. she be-
pOisOntit. , You know Lint fermented food si od irritable,"thenebloeoumeaes 
s
an
Is poisonous. You know that poison g. ray:: 1"oormeplicaktionds ;;:irele
ubhealthy. Shaker I)Igeettre Cordial 
un,ess regularity and vigor
is restored to these organs.
clears the etornach of fermenting food,
and purifies the blood and system of in- BracIfieki's
digestive poisons. It cures indigestion
and the (bailee that come of it. Head-
ache, cliezineee, nausea; etemach-actuel Reguia
weakness.tlet 'fleece, constipution, loss
of app..tite, irritability,. etc These are
a few of tie• symptoms, lensed by indi-
g. etive poiroue, cured by bliaker Diges-
tive Cordial.




g;ns Here Next Week.
THE CIRCLE MEETING.
Remember
W. J. Withers' sale of thoroughbred




A colored man, Recording to report, No:es Interesting to Tillers
a :ea leellyhart by all L. & N. train
near ,ky yesterday. It was uectee
siry ••• hia ariti.
•
Two Licenses Issued
The County County Clerk issued the LIVE
following marriage license Wednesday[
James R. Harrison to Mary E. Rich- •
unison.
Baptist s'eeressin 7*. -ion -Scvcra:Rca.,ir C. C
 coek to Minnie Derenport. The
Farm For Rent.
A farmed IMO acres for rent for 1h97.
!belonging to Mrs E. J. Fleming, near'
Herndon. Ky.. possession to be given at
EVANOELISI IC MESSING. oiler for perpese of seeding wheat Ap-
lo Be Held.
! On Sunday morning next, the First
i Presbyterian church, corner Seventh
, see Letwiety, a.ill begin a series of pro-
: tracted r.eetings.
Rev isocield Nielaortalel. tee Strap
• cventreiat will arrive in tine. te preaeli
Suuday morning Rev. Me...leveed hms
leer with markeit success threughout
Inc Stwts.,  being a preach, r of gieat
1
 pneer eel ebility e
A.I of the corgregations of the city
ere cordially invitee;  to be petreret and
participate in these meetings.
WILL HOLD A MEETING.
The Rev. John 0. Rust, formerly of
this city, now of Nashville., will begin a
protratected meeting ut Clarksville
next week.
REV. ARTHUR COUCH.
Rey. Arthur Couch, of Trenton, who
held a successful meeting at the Mission
Church near the Asylum recently,
Tuesday began a revival at West Fork
Baptist Church.
MEETING AT CONCORD.
Rev. SAM Flower left early this teeek
for Christian county, where he will hold
a protracted meeting at Concord for the
Rev. J. W. Hardy. He will be absent
about two weeks.-Madisonville Hustler
COMES TO HOPKINSVILLE.
Rev. W. L. Payton, for four years the
popular pastor of the First Baptist
Chnrche0 this city, has accepted tint call
to the churches of South Union and
Locust Grove in Christian county, and
will leave the latter part of this week
tor his new field, making his home in
Hopkinsville, says the Elkton Progress.
Elkton people part with Brother and
Mrs. Payton with reluctance and cer-
tainly wish them the fullest measure of
success and happiness in their new
charge.
A CIRCLE MEETING,
The Seventh Circle of liethefl Associa-
tion will meta with Mount Zour Church,
Kelly Station, Nov. 28, isa6.
The following subjects will be dis-
cussed :
How to conduct ourseives in the House
or taxi Rev. P. A. Thomas.
Daty of parents to give their children
the best eoucational alivantages .
Prof. Edmond Harnsou.
What constitutes real One. ipleship
Rev. C. it Nash.
Brazil Dr. B. F. Eager
How to formanterest and instruct a Sun-
day-school clues W. C. Davis.
How to iehprove our contributions .
'Squire John Cavanaugh.
Family Worship ... D. J. McCord
How to deal with a member is ho poei-
tively neglect- his church duty.
Rev. A. Ransom.
This Circle is composed of the follow-
ing churches: Hopkiuselle, Concord,
Sinking Fork, New Pleasant Hill, West
Mount Zoar, Palestine, Crofton, Empire.
Macedonia, Mount Zoar, White Thorn
Creek, New Barns Springs, Pleasant
Hill, Max Grove, Ebenezar.
Send as many as three delegate from
each church, with a written report of
your mission work.
T. C. HANHEMT, President.
Wig. C. Davis, Secretary
LOOTED AND BURNED.
The tavern and a store house at Pee
Dee were robbed and burned Wednes;
day.
About one o'clock the store was dis-
covered to be on fire and before enough
pars ma assembled to put it out, flames
spread to the Lavern.
Both Dui:dings were totally destroyed
together with all contents.
Dry goods and many articles were
found scattered on the ground near the
burning buildings, showing that the
honeys had been robbed.
There is no clue to the incendiuries.
Both buildings belonged to Mr. W. C.
Binn, the well-known miller. The
stock of goods was owne I by Mr. Dick
Nance.
The total loss amounts to several
thousands of dollar; with no insurance.
AN ALMOST FATAL MISTAKE.
Mrs. Jameson, of Pembroke, Gave a
Wrong Dose to Her Child.
Mrs. T D. Jameson, of Pembroke,
Ky., gave by mistake a dose of medi-
cine to her five months-old child last
night, and the life of the baby was de-
spaired of until 11 o'clock to-day, when
the attending phyeieiaus assured them
thee the child was out of danger.
The moth e r intended giving the child
a dose of ,medicine left them by the fam-
ilg but made a mistake and
gave it medicine out of the wrong bot-
tle.
The mother was almost crazed with
grief until assured that the little one
was out of danger --Clarks% ille Chron-
icle.
Alol OPEN DEBATE FRIDAY NIGHT.
Literary Societies of South Kentucky
College Hold • Joint Session.
The Eriphemenn and Philiomathia
societies of South Kentucky College
will have an open debate in the college




Yankee in love   Jno. Stites
Debate
Resolved: That, precept has a greater
influence for good than example
Affirmative: W, B. Blakemore, H.
L. Dunlap: Negative: G. C. Long
and 0. B. Powell.
Declamation
Mob and Law  J. W. Hale.
Paper
The Scorcher  F. D. Rash.





is • receipt of one of the
woos tort hysicisnel ,or
ties 
 when,rtivall storeof Ibis sort 
c-,,rnsively than in any
other "widens, and has never fated to correct
dieu, „*. WeLitrur.t.1,,n. It restores health
A7 tint reuera. to We suircring woman.
ib0AOCILLO itauouvrha  , GA.
iswel by all Dragglele at MAO per Cottle 
ply to HUNTER WOOD.
National Convention W.0 . T. U.
The aennal convention of the Nation-
1 "' Temperance Union e ill be
heltt -St. leecis this week, from Nov.
13tri to '15th. Several Ilopkinsville
belies rout mplate attending the con
5vention.1
• • A Fearful Fate.
While Mrs. 51i1dred Murphy, wife of
Rome Mnrphy, a void miner at Empire,
was nursing her babe Monday her dress
caught fire and she '.s-as fatally burned.
She was only seventeen years old, and
had been married less than a year.
Escaped Lunatic Caught.
Charles Bailey, au inmate of the
Western Asylum for the Insane, made
his escape from the institution the lat-
ter part of last week. He was captured
at Alligree, Todd county, by a deputy
sheriff and returned to the asylum.
Eeer SOD 41- Better.
The Elkton Pi-ogre-Ifs says: Mrs. Tom
Graham, of Christian county, who has
been at the bedside of her son, Douglas
Graham, a student of V. T. S., has re-
turned home. Her daughter, Miss Kate,
remains as the guest of Mrs. Joe C.
Russell.
Sebree for Carlisle.
It was reported on the streets yester-
day that Col. E. G. Sebree would go to
Frankfort during the called session of
the Legislature to assist in working a
combination to the end that Carlisle
might be elected Senator, saes the
Gleaner.
State Canvassing Board,
The State canvass* board will meet
at Frankfort, November 30th, whether
the returns are all in or not, and certify
to the r• turns of the electton. There is
a possibility, however, that th b hoard
may meet earlier than the 30th- if the
returns are all in before that dine. Re-
turns from more than half the ounties
have already been received at Frank-
fort.
1
One Oent and Costs.
The ease agaiust RobertBurrte charg-
e d with assaulting Judge M. D. Brown
was tried in the City Court room Wed.
morning. Mr. Aese. Crocket, at Judge
Hanbery's request, presided. A jury
heard the evidence and aft a a 'bort de-
liberation returned a verdict against the
defendant and fixed his fine at one cent
and costa.
Clardy's Last Tex m.
This jt Dr. Clarelyai last te rm in Con-
gress, as he will not offer again, it is
stated. Who will be cluidieatee ice the
D. mocratic nomination? Judges Demp-
sey and Nunn. of this city,are mention-
ed, Henry D. Allen, of Union, is a pros-
pective candidate, Jake Rowe, of
Owensboro, has the bee buzzing around
his bonnet, while Lawrence Tanner and




John Phelps, a well-known attorney
of Hopkiusville, filed suit in the Circuit
Court to-day, through his attorney, Mei
Metes, against R. C. and Porter Watkins
f e a balance of $125 on an attorney's
fee. The plaintiff states that he was
employed by the defendants, who were'
heirs to the estate of W. A. Lowry, in
the settlement to be made and was to
receive $1e0 for his services. So far he
has received only $25 0mm the ace °nut,
and hence the snit. -Paducah News.
_
Marriott at the Court House,
About noon Wednesday &wedding took
place in the County Clerk's office. The
contracting persons are Mr. J. K. Minor
and Miss Flora Pendergrass, both of
whom live in the Pembroke neighbor-
hood. The attendants were Mr. J. W.
Philips and Miss Annie Idayton. The
ceremony was; performed in his usual
graceful way by Maj Juo.W. Breathitt,
County Judge. The groom is an indus-
trious young farmer. The Vide is the
pretty daughter of Mr. J. P. Pender-
grass.
WILL OF MRS. MARY RIVER
*he L all of Her Property to Her
Daughter.
I, Mary H. Riven, being of sound
mind aud memory, do give, devise and
bequeath all my property, both real and
personal, to my only daughter, Hattie
E. Rives. And I hereby appoint my
daughter, Hattie E. Rives, the executor
of .his my last will, without bond or
security and request that she will not
be required to make a settlement with
the court. In witness whereof I. Mary
H. Rives, have to this my last will and
testament subscribed my name this 9th
dee, of October 1894.
MARY H. Rives.
witu Finis Bramion. M. D.
i oss W. E. Ragsdale.
'98 Taxes' Last Chance.
A penalty of 6 per cent. will be added
to unpaid taxes on December 1st, 1896
I am compelled to settle with the State
January 1st, 1497, and unless taxes are
paid promptly. I will add penalty and
collect by levy at once.
Mc J. DAVIS,
Nov. 5, l896. S. C. C.
Bottled II
Whether in the form of pill powder
or liquid, the doctor's prescription for
blood diseases is always the same-
mercury or potash. These drugs bottle
up the poison and dry it up in the
system, but they als 3 dry up the marrow
in the bones at the same time. ,
The suppleness and elasticity of the
joints give way to a stiffuess, the rack-
ing pains of rheumatism. The form
gradually bends, the bones ache, while
decrepitude and helplessness prema-
turely take possession of the body, and
it is but a short step to a pair of
crutches. Thep comes falling of
the hair and decay of the' bones,-a con
dition truly horrible.
:EORTAS:fContagious BloodiI Poison-the curse
of mankind-is the
most horrible of al




bottle up the poison







S.S.S., is the only
known cure for this
disease. It is guar-
anteed purely vege-
LW, s, and out. thousand dollars reward is
offered for proof to the contiary. It
neve:- fails to cure Centegious Blood
Poison, Scrofula, E.-zein:t, R hc,itnat
Cancer, or auy other disease of the
blood. If you have a blosal disease,
take a renie,',e, e 'lice will not injure you.
do violenceBeware ot -r.
to your t get bottled up!




;Aim) Market Here and Elsewhere
Correctly sported
D. F. SMITHSON'S REPORT.
The weekly report of the Hopkinsville
Tobacco Market two weeks ending
Nov. 11th, Its96:
Receipts for week. 125 Iduln
Reeleptee for year 21,120 htuls
tattles for week  ItCi hi*
Sales for year 17,732 hlide
; Offoring for week, 306.
D. F. SMITHSON.
. LIVE STOCK MARKET.
litteorted by Lonistrille Live Stock
Excheuge, Bourbon Stockyards.
Louisville, Ky., Nov. 11, '96.-Cattle.
-The cattle niarket was active, and the
advance of yesterday was fully sus-
tained. The receipts were light and of
inferior quality, only a few lots of prime
stock being on sale. All offerings met
with ready sale and the pens were
empti .d. Demand favored good butch-
er grades.
Calves -Values for calves were finn
and unchanged. Trade was b1r4nit,sz,ikla34n4,9(.15,
all off, rings were sold.
ExCtraatt.lheTpping 
Light -hipping 
lirts4Hest butchers  aim
Fair to good butchers 
Common to medium Matchers. . 21 517 (9 32 5t:
Thin, rough steers, poor cows
I 004 I aland scalawags ..
extra oxen
32 tilt/1 32 73.55
Good 1.0 
Common to medinin oxen
 it 254 3 50




Chute.. inlIch cows 
 
Oilt440 00
Fair to good :Mich cows   
254 5 tai
15 041425
Hogs.-Between 7,000 and 8,000 hogs
were on sale this morning. Prices
slumped about 15c all around on ac-
count of the heavy receipts. Holders
refuse-.I to accept the reduced N401144,
and at a late hour this morning no
transactions of importance has taken
piece. A greater part of the supply will
be carried over.
Hogs-
Choice. packing and butchers, 225
300tb. 111 40043 15
Fah to good packing. IC) to Is) lb 3, ;tali 4„;
Good extra Dal to lainb
Fat shoats. la) to 150 lb ..  
Nra..3
3 141t13
Fat sh•osto. Ito to ISO lb ....... . 11 ioa.3 to
sit.tociii ke i,i.rs no, . am_ a 
Sheep and Lambs-The receipts 7sciotif
sheep and lambs were of good quality.
Under favorable reports pricer advan-
ced 2.ec on sheep to $2 500(2 75 for the
best, and the market was active. Lambs
were firm and unchanged. Good clear-






tgr: "Ito medium 
. I 2.'sar 40
Bucks
Extra Iambi  SI 317.1 214 rini
Fair to good Ii
Stedipm butclicr Iambs . I 51.5.42 (u
Tall ends or culls
LOUISVILLE TOBACCO REPORT.
Oc account of the excitement attend-
ing the election we have had no auction
sales since Friday, October 30, until yes-
terday. Our niatket opened tip a shade
stronger than it clotted on October BO.
The offerings were poor in quality and
the condition kad. We have not yet
had enough ne'4-tobacco to establish a
market for it; bnt think the trade will
be reedy to take all receipts of new aft-
er the middle of this month. The
stocks of old tobacco in our market are
small, and the quality we think very
poor. We have great faith in the fu-
ture of all good, fine old Burley, in dry,
sweet order, and think prices for such
are leinnd to improve. The prices rul-
ing in our market to-day on the cone
mon i ruche of old Burley are from
three-quarter to one cent better than
they were during July, Angina and
September.
Total sales for the year to date
Same date last year 
Total receipts for this year






Our stocks of unsold tobacco are
small and sales are bound to be light
until the new crop begins to move.
FOR TOBACCO GROW ERA.
The tobacco growers should take the
greatest care itraissorting the different
grades of tobacco when stripping their
(rope as that is what sells a crop to a
better advantage, especially when the
crop is of any size, says the Russellville
Herald. Many buyers make a good pro-
fit by grading their purchases where the
crops are properly handled. It will not
be lorg until the buyers will be in the
field looking for purchases and the bait
handled crops usually attract th 'in at-
tention and meet with a prompt awl sat-
isfactory sale. Ut t your crops ready,
handle them carefully, and you will get
all the market affords. The crop in this
section is far superior to the usual crop,
and thi is the very kind of tobacco that
buyers have a chance to make a profit
on. The market will improve now and
we want our growers to get every cent
their crops can poseibly bring, and care-
ful handling will do much in this direc-
tion.
NATIONAL CROP REPORT,
Washington, Nov. 12.--Owing pre-
sumably to the Presidential election,
the returns of the department's corre-
spondents as to the comparative and
and prospective yield of the cotton crop
are too meagre for it trustworthy report,
though such returns as have been re-
ceived indicate a somewhat greater
yield than was -promised in hist month's
repel t.
Average bushels of corn to acre, 27.3;
last year 26.2.
The returns to the Department of Ag•
riculture for the month of November,
as to rate of yield make the average of
corn 27.3 bushels, which is above the
yield indicated by the condition figures
of 0 •tober. Lust year the preliminary
estimate of yield was 26.2 bushels. The
rates of yield in the large and mid prin-
cipal corn States are as follows:
New York, 31.7; Pennsylvania, 37.1 ;
Ohio, 39.9; Michigan, 37.0 ; Indiana
32.4 ; Illinois, 40.4; Wisconsin, 63 6;
Minnesota, 30.6; Iowa, 37.7; Missouri.
26.3; Kansas, 26.1; Nebraska, $7.2.
The average yield of buckwheat is
18.7 bushels per acre, against 20.1 bush-
els tufa year, and 16.1 for the year 1S94
The average yield per acre of patatoes
is ete8 bushels, which, though pot I he-
nomenal, is nevertheless above the avei-
age for the past tell years. The average.
yield of hay, as indicated by the
preliminary returns, us 1,360 tons,
against 1,060 last year. Tee average
yield of tobacco is 679 pounds per acre,
against743pounds last year and133in the
year 1894.The European agent mentions
the lack of trustworthy estimates of the
Russian wheat shortage. The advance
in price, which is expected to be fairly
maintained, will result in increased
acreage in Great Britain. Wet weather
in October throughout central Enrope
was unfavorable for the potato crop. A
good corn yield has been realized on the
lower Danube.
Opens a New Shop.
' Prof. V. F. Ward has opened a barber
shop in the "Annex" of the Phernix
Hotel. He a ill vontiune ronduetiug a
mintier establishment in the Hotel La-
th on hulloing.
Child B“It nett to Death.
The two-year-old daughter of L. C.
Browning, a pleuicie•ut farmer o. Fer-
n on, as eyrie il ts math Moielny,
having been left in the room for a short




A cretin of tartar baking powder.
Highest of all in leavening strength.-
Latest United States Government Food
Report
Roy.t. Betrien Pownve Co NeerVerk
A NEW TOBACCO BUS:NEES.
I Messrs Wooldridge and CLatill.ell Will
Conduct a Commission Business.
The feature of the seamen' in local
commercial circles is the entry into busi.
ness of a new tobacco firm which has
flea- ring prospects for certain mimes.
Messrs. Robert Wooldi idge and John
L. Chappell have become associated un-
der the firm name of Wooldridge &
Chappell and will do business as tobac-
co commission merchants. They will
conduct a warehouse, having secured
the new, large and commodious build-
ing on Railroad street, between Ninth
and Tenth. t1
Both gentlemen have had many years
of experience, they are popular with
everybody and have the confidence of
tobacco raisers.
PREFERRED LOCALS.
Hardwick has one of the Shiest pre-
scriptionists in the South in charge of
his drug store.
Hanlwick's for drugs and jewelry.
Take watch and all kind of jewelry
repair work to Hardwick.
Cut prices on stationery at Hard-
wick's.
Buy jewelry of all kinds ut half price
at Hardwick's.
Hardwick has five solid gold ladies'
watches at lees than.half price.
All watch and repair work guaran-
teed and done proniptly at R. C. Hard-
wick's.
Hardwick has the finest and best
weeriunau in the South in charge of his
watch-making and repairing depart-
ment.
You can not afford to
miss E. Frankel's Bank-
rupt Sale of clothing.
Assignees Notice.
Having filed settlement and asked for
discharge, as neared by law, notice is
hereby give., that I will, on Monday
Dec 7th 1596, in the Christian County
Court, move to be discharged from
further liability as Assignee of Morrie
Cohen. JAmes D Heys.
Assignee M Choen.
Don't Forget
The Bankrupt Sale of
clothing at E. Frankel's
is still going on.
For Sale!
Two nice residence on Eaet Friele of
North Main, betwean 1st and 2(1 streets,
containing five and seven rooms. A
beautiful building lot immediately in
front of the Tabernacle, and the With-
ers place, between Elm street and
cleveland avenue. This is one of the
p1e'..wane-0 homes in the city and one of
the beet built houses, and will be wild
for less thah half it cost to build the
honse. Apaly to S. H. MYERS,
w2m-ci2tw2in
$5,000 worth of cloth-
ing from the assignee
of 0. Slaughter, Louis-





W. and W. C.
BIN N'S
FLOUR?
It is elegant and gives entire
sat Meet ion whenever used.
Yon ought to give it a trial.
W. and W. C. Binn, Pee Dee, Ky.
...Look At These.,.
Cloak Bargains!
Nice Beaver Capes, braid trimming,
reguair price $4.00, cut to $2 50.
Nice all wool Beaver Cape, finished
with fnr and braid, regular pi ice $4.50.
cut to $3.50.
Extra heavy Beaver Double Cape,
braid triintuiug, regular price $4.50, cut
to $3 6e.
Flue Helmer Double Cape, handsome-
ly trimmed, regular price $6 00, cut to
$450.
Finest Beaver single Cape, for trim-
med, regular price $4.00, cut to $4.50.
Finest Beaver double Cape, heavy fur
trinaued, regulur price $7.00, cut to
$5.50.
Fine Silk Plush Cape, changeable silk
lining, fur trimmed, regular price $7.00.
cut price $5 ee.
Finest Silk Plush Cape, beaded and
braided, good value at $10.00, cut price
$8.50.
Splasidid blue and black beaver jackets
worth $6.00. cut to $4.0.
Rough effect jaekets, regular pri(-.
$7 00 cut to $S. 75.
Black beaver jackets, velvet collars
regular price $41,00 cot to $4 99.
Fine wool heavy cord jickets, regular
price. $7 TS) cut to $6.
Nobby tan rough effect Scotch jacket,
a beauty, cut to $7 TA










StlenD7 CAMS TREATILAITT. - WS1111 betas
with CuTICURA S.M., gentle applicatlOne of
el.711C. AA ointment , ro:d doom's of CUTI•
MIRA RZ1401.rinT. (Matra( Of humor CUM.
/told thro•behmte the world. P..re. ct-rverer•
▪ 21.-. ••••L• • T. 4.5  and •(. PUTT00 Dave
• I. 5 ,105 0,4 art. Prom.. Mow..
C lilt Larkin,/ skis litelearra.' Wirt boo.
No Gun is Fired
iu battle on the flag of the Red
Cross Society. All over the world
It means mercy and help. So, in a
lesser degree, done the Red Crosson
Johnsen's Belladonna Plaster. And
it also meatus that this plaster-
used and endorsed by the boru ty-
is superior to all others. y it
for every ailment in which plasters
are we




mts. Susie S. Anderson Died Walk Into Our Store!
Wednesday Morning
FROM TYPHOID FEVER.
Her Husband. Dr. E. C. Anderson. is Very III
From the Same ()Issas'.
Mrs. Susie S. Anderson died Wednes.
morning shortly after six o'clock. She
had been confined to her bed only a
short time, and although it was known
she was exceedingly sick, few antici-
pated a fatal termination to her illness.
The news of the death spread rapidly
over the city 'and was received with
deep sorrow by those who knew her
well and sincere regret by every ac•
I laintance.
While apparently in excellent health
she was stricken by typhoid fever. A
few days later her husband was taken
with the same disease. Both were sev-
eral times near death's door. Dr. An-
derson is still very ill. Besides typhoid
fever Mrs. Anderson suffered from
heart trouble and a complication of dis-
eases which Wed.morning culminated in
dissolution.
Mr.'. Andersoe was a woman of stem.
hug traits of character. She led a
thorough christian life and was gen-
uinely charitable. Her gentle manners
ahd broad sympathy endeared her to a
host of friends.
She was born near Gracey and was
the daughter of Dr. Moses Steele, one
of Christian county's most influential
( itizeus. She received a superior edu-
cation and improved her mimeby study
and travel. In November, !SSP, she
was married to Mr. Lucien Jones, Pres-
ident of the City Bank and one of the
wealthiest gentlemen in Southern Ken-
tucky. Two children was the result of
this union,Lucien, Jr., who died in Au-
gust 1891, and Louise., who survives.
Mr Jones died in February, 1891.
During the latter part of January of
the present year, the deceased became
the wif of Dr. E. C. Anderson, a prom-
inent physieian, of this city.
Free Silver Papers.
We will furnish you the following
papers in connection with the WEEKLY
NEW ERA for one year at following
prices, viz:
Cincinnati Weekly Inquirer and
WEEKLY NEW ERA, $1.25.
St. Louis Republic: (semi-weekly) and
WEEKLY NEW ERA, $1.75.
Cincinnati Weekly Enquirer, St.
Louis Republic (semi-weekly) and
WEEKLY NEW ERA, tall three) $2,00.
WALK OUT IN
. OUR SHOES
That's about the best advice we can give you if yon
shoes. Why? Because good advice benefits a perstin, rout
this will benefit you if 3 ou heed it. In no other Nt4,1-f• jet
this town wil you obtain bttter values than we are ofre log;
in no other store will you be more carefully and correctly
fitted; in no other store will you find longer' wearing', mores
dependable shoes. Our gools will convince you of this fact
if you will buy them aid wear them.
Are You a Judge of
Cloaks?
Have you a quick eye for good cloth and e,"-
cellent tailorirg? Do you know the, i -
ulars of a good cloak? lf you are a judge. eel
c'oaks u can be suited here; if you t
a t„ood judge you should come here. We haven't a b el
cloak in stock. We don't keep that kind,
There are Some Things
In Dress Goods . . .
that we haven't got. We don't
claim to own the ea,rth We do
claim, however, to show the hand-
somest assortment of fashionable
dre-s materials in this city. We
don't ask you to tale our wer.i
for it. We ask you to look aid
judge fir yourselves. If yen get
goods from us that don't please you send them
get your money. That is fair.
back 811
If You Fear Temptation
don't look at our blankets There is a +4 Z •
get stion of comfort and snug n;ghts in .,1 r
blankets that would tempt a miser. ,G•e•at
big soft wooly ones that bring plciva it
dreams, with a little bit of a price th it is
„pist as e mforting as the blanket. Yo
you see them.
Gold or silver spent with us reaches its ut-
most limit of purchasing power.
Vrtrtrn/M/IttrirtittrtrrttittfIrtirtttrtY.a
FALL GOODS.
It takcs lots of "sand" these fmes to buy a stock of goods. But the
inducements were to great. We plunged, and now have the
E Strongest Line of $5.00. 87 50 and 810.00
E Suits Ever Shown on this Market.
In the meantime whether the result of this elution le for Silver or
E Gold, you are wasting "Golden Moments" if you have not inveEtigited our
E immense stock of Fall Goods.





We have about 200 pairs
Childrens heavy grain but-
ton School shoes, sizes
heel and spring heel carried
over.
Original Priccs Wcrc
$1.00, $1.25 and $1.50.
We offer this lot as long as
they last for
F- 75c Plkig
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- THE OUTCRY OF PAUL
REV. DR: TALMAGE PREACHES AN-
OTHER UNIQUE DISCOURSE.
We Cheesed, "A Pareslites For Sonia" as the
aishiest of an lilogetent tiormow—Great
leeriecoe—Itellgtoue Zeal.
WASHLMOTON, Nov. 8. -Clear out of
the ordinary style of sermonizing is this
rezuarkable discourse of Dr. Talmage,
which we send out today. His text is
Romans ix, 8, "I could wiah that myself
were accursed from Christ for my broth-
reu, my kinsmen according to the flesh. ''
A tough pmesge, indeed, for thoem
who take Paul literally. When some of
the old theologians declare.' that they
were willing to be damned for the glory
of God. they said What DO 011e believed.
Paul did not in the text mean he was
willing to die forever to save his rela-
ti•ee. He used hyperbole, and when he
declared, "I could wish that myself
were accureed from Christ for my breth-
ren, my kinsmen according to the flesh,"
he meant in the mad vehement of all
possible ways to declare his anxiety for
the salvation of his relatives and friends.
It was a passion for souls. Not mom
than one Christian out of thousands of
Christians feel& it. All abeorbing de-
sire for the betterment of the physical
and mental condition is very common.
It would take more of a mathematician
than I ever can be to calculate bow
many are, op to an anxiety that some-
times will not let them sleep Micelle
planning for the efftciency of hospRals
where the sick aod wounded of body are
treated and for eye and ear infirmaries
and for dispensaries and retreats wbere
the poorest may have most skillful sur-
gery and helpful treatment. Oh, it is
beautiful aud glorious, this widespread
and ever intensifying movement to alle-
viate and cure physical miefortunes,
May God encourage and heap the thou-
sands of splendid men and women en-
gaged in that work.
But all that is outside of my irubject
today. In behalf of the immortality of
• man, the inner eye, the inner ear, the
inner capacity for gladness or distress,
how few feel anything like the Over-
whelming concentration eepressed in
my text. Rarer than four leleed clo-
vers, rarer thau century plants, rarer
than prima donnas, have been these. of
whom it may be said, "They had a
passion for souls." You could count on
the fingers and thumb of your left hand
all the names of those you can recall
who in the last-the eighteenth-een
tury were so characterized. seill the
names of those you could recall in our
time as having this passion for souls
you cam count on the fingers and thumbs
of your right and left bands. Tbere are
many more such consecrated souls, but
they are scattered so widely you do not
know them. Thoroughly Christian peo-
ple by the hundreds of millions there
are today, but bow few people do you
know who are utterly oblivious to ey-
erytbing in thia world except the re-
demption of souls? Paul had it when
he wrote my text, and the time will come
when the majority of Christians will
have it if this world is ever to be lifted
out of the slough in which it has been
ainkitig and floundering fol. near IV
centuries. And the betterment had bet-
' ter begin with myself and yourself.
When a committee of the Society et
Friends called upon a member to repri-
mand him for breaking some small rule
of the society, the member replied, "I
had a dream in which all the Friends
bad assembled to plan some way to bave
MY meeting house cleaned, for it was
very filthy. Many propoaitions were
made, but no conclusion was reached
until one of the members rose and Raid,
?Friends, I think if each one would
take a broom and eweep immediately
around hie own seat, the meeting house
would be clean.' "
Rellgeous Zeal.
So let the work of spiritual improve-
ment begin around our own foul. Some
one whispers up from the right hand
side of the pulpit and says, "WiM you
please name some of the persons in our
times who have this passion for souls?"
Oh, no! That woald be invidious and
imprudent, sod the mere mentioning oe
the names of reach persons might cause
in them rpiritual pride, and then the
Lord wotild have no mose use for them.
Some one whimpers up from the left
hand side of the pulpit. "Will you sot
then mention among the people of the
past some who had tbis paesion for
souls?" Oh, yes! Samuel Rutherford,
the Scotehma a of 800 years ago-his im-
prisonment at Aberdeen for his religious
seal and the public burning of his book,
"Lex Rex." in Edinborgh, and his un-
just arraignment for high tremon. and
other persecutions purifying and sancti-
fying him so that bia works, entitled
"Trial and Triumph of Faith" and
' 'Christ Dying and Drawing Sinners to
Himself," and above all, his 215 unpar-
elleled letters, showed that be had the
pamion for souls ; Riobard Baxter, whose
"Paraphrase of the New Testament"
caused him to be dragged before Lord
Jeffrey*, wbe bowled at him aa "a ras-
cal" and "sniveling Presbyterian" and
imprisoned him for two years-Baxter,
writing 18V religious books, hia "Call
to the Unoonverted" bringing amount-
ed thousends into the pardon of the gos-
pel, and his "Sainte' Everlmting Rest"
opening heaven to • boat innumerable;
Richard Cecil, Thomas a Kemp* writ-
ing his "Imitation of Christ" for all
agee ; Harlan Page, Robert adeCheyne,
Nettleton, Finney, aud more whom I
might mention, the characteristic of
whose lives was an overtovrering pas-
sion for mule A. B. Earl, tbe Baptist
evangelin, had it I. S. Inskip, the
Methodist evangelist, bad it Jacob
Knapp bad it. Dr. Bechtel, president
of Hamilton college, had it, and wben
told he had ouly half an hour to live,
said: "Is that so? Then take me out
of my bed and place me upon my knees
and let me spend that time in calling
on God for the salvetion of the world. ''
And so he died upon his knees. Then
there bare been others whom names
have been known only in their own'
family or neighborhood, and here and
there you think of one. What unction
they had in prayer! What power they
bad in exhortation! If they walked into
• home, every member of it felt a htly
thrill, and if they walked into • prayer
meeting, the dullness and stolidity in-
stantly vaniahed. One of them would
wake up • whole church. One of them
would sometimes electrify a whole city.
But the most wonderful one of that
characterization the world ever saw or
heard or felt was a peasant in the far
east, wearing a plain blouse, like an in-,
vetted wheat sack, with tbree cpeningsa
nue for the neck and the other two for
the arms. His father a wheelwright aud
housebuilder, and given to various car-
pentry. Hill mother at first under sus-
picion because of the circumstances of
his nativity, aod be chased by a Herodic
mania out of his native land, to live
awhile under the shadows of the sphinx
and pyramid of Gizeh, afterward con•
founding the LL D. 'a of Jerusalem, then
stopping the paroxysm of tempest and
of metiman. His path etrewn with slain
dropsiee and catalepsien and ophthal-
miss, transfigured on one mountain,
preaching on another mountain, dying
on another' mountain and ascending
from another mountain-the greaten,
the loveliest, the mightiest, the kind•
est, the moot self eacrifle)4, most beau-
tiful Being whose feet evertunched this
earth.....arell us, ye deeerts who heard our
Saviour's prayer; tell um, ye seas that
drenched him with your surf ; tell us, ye
multitudes who beard hini preach on
deck, on beach, on hillside; tell us,
Golgotha, who heard abe stroke of the
hammer on the spikeheads said the dy-
ing groan in that midnight that dropped
on midncon, did any one like Jesus
have this passion for souls?
Latta' For Souls.
But breaking right in upon me is the
question. How can we get something of
this Pauline and Christly longing for
need immortalities? I answer, by bet-
ter appreciating tbe prolongation of the
soul's existenoe compared with every-
thing physical and materiel. How e
bope that surgeon will elementally re-
move the cataracwfrom that man's eyt
It is such • sad thing to be blind. Lst
us pray while the doctor is busy with
the delicate operation. But for how
long a time will he be able to give Me
patient eyesight? Well, if the patient
be 40 years of age, he will add to his
happiness perhaps 50 years Of eyesight,
and that will bring the man to 90 years,
and it Is not prohable that he will live
longer than that or that he will live so
long. But what is good eyesight for 50
years more as oompared with clear
V1PICID for the soul a billion of centuries'?
I bope the effort to drive beck the
The Gospel DIVIlitin
In this world God never dews his best
He can bang on the horizon grander
mornings than have ever yet been kin-
dled and rainbow the sky with richer
colors than have ever been arched and
attune the oceans to more majestic dox-
ologies than have ever yet been attuned,
but as near as I can tell, and I speak it
reverently, heaven is the place where
God has done his best. He can build no
in the churches is very low, and most 
greater joys, lift no mightier splendors,
of the piety would spoil if it were not , roll 
no loftier anthems, march no more
kept on ice, and taking things as they ; iniP°sing Processions, 
build no greater
are ordinary Christians will never reach Palaces and 
sPreed out and interjoin
the 'point where the outcry of Paul in and
 wave nu more transporting mug-
the text will not seem like extraveganza nificence
. I think heaven is the beat
The proprieties in meet of the churches heav
en God can construct, mid it is all
are so fixed that all a Christian is ex- your
s for the serious seeking. How do
ircted to do on Sunday is to get up a you like
 the offer? Do you really think
little later in the morning than usual, • it is wor
th accepting? If se, pray for it.
put on that which is next to his best at- , Get uot
 up from that pew where you
tire-not the very best, for that has to are sit
ting, nor move one inch from
be reeerved for the levee-enter the where y
eti are standing, before you get
church with. stately step, bow his bead a full ti
tle for it, written in the blood
or at any rate shut his _eyes in prayer of the So
n of God, who would have all
time or close Omni enough to look sleepy, men com
e to life present and life ever-
turn toward the pulpit with holy dull- I lasting.
ness while the preacher speaks, put a 5 I If you hav
e been in military life, you
cent piece or if the times be hard a 1 Arnow what 
soldiers call the "long
cent piece, on the collection platter, : roll." All 
the drums beat it bee-apse
kind of shoving it down under the other the enemy i
n approaching, and all the
coin DO that it might be, for all that the troops must imme
diately get into line.
usber knows, a $5 goldpiece, and tben, What scurry
ing around the camp and
after the benediction, go quietly home Putting o
f the arms through the strape
to the biggest repast of all the week. of the knapsa
ck and saying "Goodby!"
That is all the majority of Christians to comrades 
you may never meet again!
are doing for the rectification of this Some of you
 Germans or Frenchmen
planet, and they will do that until, at way have heard that long roll just la-
the cloee of life, the pastor opens is fore Sedan. Some of you Italians WHY
black bcok at the head of their casket
and recede, "Blessed are the dead who
die in the Lerd; they•rest from their la-
bors, and their works do follow taeue"
The sense of the ludicrous is PO thor-
oughly developed in the that when I
hear, these Scripture words read at the
obeequies of one bf the religious do
nothings in tbe ehurches it is too much
for my gravity. "Their works do follow
lag great equipoise of tomperament, 
save one, and you will want right away
when he thought what hie friende and 
to lava two. Save two, and you will
want to save 10. Save 10, afid you will
kindred were risking concerning their want to save 20. Save 20, and you will
souls:flung aside all his ordinary modes
of speech, argument and apt simile and 
want to sure 100. Save 100, and you
will want to save everybody. And what
bold metaphor and learned allusion lie
unfit to eopeem how he fejt. and seizing is the use of talking about it, when the
ploce to begin is here and the time is
upon the appalling hy-perbolism of my
text pries out, "I could wish myself ac- 
now? And while you pray I will in one
cursed"-tbat is, struck of the th
under. minute tell all there is of it : Full par-
don for the worst man on earth, if he
of the omnipotent God, sunk to
will believe in Christ, whose blood can
iustantly wash away the foulest crimes.
Full comfort fur the most harrowing
distrese that ever crushed a human be-
ing. At your first moment of belief, a
process by which the whole universe of
God will turn clear around for your
eternal advantage. For the mere asking,
if the asking be in earnest and you
throw everything into that asking, com-
plete solace and helpfulness for the few
years of this life, and then a wide open
WSS the divine peasane whom I men- heaven, 
which you can reach in less
time than it takes me to pronounce that
toned a few momenta ago. He was not
only willing to exchange dominions of 
imperial word, flashing with all tee joy
blim for dominions of wretchedness, but 
that an infinite God knows how to be-
he did so, for that he forsook heaven "0w-heaven-
of that 'TeVaniareilirikanit7latiarialTil *Men
the man rises from his pillow an* walks
out, with what heartiness we will wel-
come him into the froth air and the
church and business circles. He is 30
years of age, and if he shall live 80
years more that will make him 90. But
what are 80 years more cf earthly vigor
compared with the soul's health for a
qnsdril I ion Mil lenuiams - a milieu-
mune as you know, 1,000 years? This
world, since fitted up for man's resi-
dence, has existed about 6,uu0 years.
How much longer will it exist? We will
supporee it shall hat all 'leech longer,
which is very doubtful. That will make
its existence 12,00u yearo But what
are or will be 12,000 year compared
with the eternity precechugathou years
and the eternity following them? Time
as compared to eternity, like the drop
of the night dew shakeu from the top
ot a gnus blade by the cow's hoof on its
way atield this meaning au ctimpared
with Mediterraneau and Arabian and
Atlantic and Pacific watery dominions.
A stranger desired to • purehase
farm, but the owner would not sell it-
would only let it. The stranger hired it
by lease for only One crop, but lie sowed
acorns, and to mature that crop 300
years were necessary. That wee a prac-
ticed deception, but I deceive you not
when I tell you that the crop of the soul
takes hold of unending ages.
I sae the author uf my text seated in
the house of Gaiva, who entertained
him at Corinth, not far from the over-
hanging fortress cif Avro-Corinthum, and
meditating on the longevity of the wee
and 'getting more and more agitat
ed
about ita value and the awful risk some
of his.kindred were rtuining concerni
ng
it, and he writes this letter coutaini
ng
the text, which Chrysostom admired 
so
much he had it reed to him twice a
week, and among other things he says
those daring and startling words of my
text, "I eould wish that myself we
re
accursed from Christ fear my brethren,
my kinsmen, according to the fieth."
Force of Tears.
Another way to get something of the
Pauline longing for redeemed immor-
cantata is by exarniniug the vast ma-
chinery arranged to save thee inner and
spiritual nature. That machinery start-
ed to revolve on the edge of tbe garden
of Eden, just after the codeine of sin
prostrated its sycamores and tamarisks
and willOws and will not cease to re-
volve'until the last soul of earth shall
get rid of its last sin and enter the heav•
enly Edeu. Chi that stupendous ma-
chiuery for soul saving the patriarch
put his hand, and prophet his ham& and
evangelist his hand, and apostle his
band, and Christ his band, and almost
every hand that touched it became a
crushed hand. It was the most expen•
sive machinery ever constructed. It cost
more to start it and has cost and will
cost more to keep it running than ail
the wheels that ever made revoluti
on
on this planet. That machinery turned
not by ordinary motive power, but by
force of tears and blood. To connect Its sue, and brow gleaming with a circlet
bands of influence, made out of human of rubies', and amid fountains that
and Christly nerves, with all parts of the no,ured Rhenish wine, passed on to
earth, millions of good men and women e-a't estruinster hall and rode in on a ca-
ne DOW at work and will be at ROLA parisoned palfrey, its hoofs clattering on
until every wilderuses shall become a the classic floor, and, dismounting, pass-
garden. and every tear of grief shall be ed into Westminster abbey, and, be-
a tear of joy, and the sword of divine tween the choir and high altar, was
•iotory shall give the wound to the ola crowned queen amido mous and choirs
dragon that shall send him howling to chaneing tbe "Te Deum"a-a say there
the pit, the iron gate clanging against was not much in all that glory which
him, never again to open. All that, and , dazzles the eyes of history when it es
infinitely more, to save the soul! Why, compared with the heavenly reception
it ;oust be a tremendous sonl-tremen- which that ministering spisit of the
don far good or tremendous for evil, tre- back alley shall receive 4hen she goes
mendons for happiness or tremendous
far wue. put „ the left ma, of the up to coronation. When sh
e goes in,
what welcome on the river of life, its
largest sheet of paper that ever came banks of pearl lined with eplenders se-
froni paper mill a single unit, the tig- rapine, and in temples of eternal wore
tire 1, and how many ciphers would you
have to add to the right of that figure ! shilh 
whose music is commanded by
swing of archangelic scepter, and before
to expoess the- soul's value, each cipher thrones where sit those who have reign-
adding_ tenfold? Working into that
aeoeme en--egeo-, wore -arealeepoton, lee* ed a thousand years, but have ju
st be-
gun theit dominion. Poor Anne Boleyn
many angels of God, descending and in twoeyears after that pageant lost life
ascending? How =easy storms irwooping and tffone by one stroke of headsman,
but those who on earth have a divine
paasion for souls shall never lose their
theones. "They shall reign forever and
eveBru:; after all, the best way to culti-
vate that divine passion for souls is to
work for their salvation. Under God-
on Lake Galilee? How many earth-
quakes opening dungeons and striking
cataclysms through mountains, from
top to base? What noonday tran was pot
on retreat? What omnipotence lifted,
and what Godhead was put to torture?
thtt for the sonl!
No wonder that Paul, though possess-
ocaed depths, chained into riervi-
tude to Abaddon and threat into fur-
naoes wybose fires shall never burn out,
if only those whom I love might now
and forever be saved. Mind you, Paul
does not say, "I do wish. " He says,
"I oculd wish." Even in the agony he
felt for others be did not lose his bal-
ance. "I could wish myself accursed."
I could, but I do not. Only one being
that ever lived wu literally willing to
give up heaven for perdition, and that
witness the stooping star end all those
who saw his miraclth of mercy, and
that be actually entered the gates of the
world of perpetual conflagration the Bi-
ble distinctly declares. He did not say,
with Paul, "I could," tut he said, "I
will, I d'o," and for the souls of men
he "descended into hell."
Panl's outcry.
In this last half of the lut decade of
the nineteenth century the temperature
and- 1115 -degrees oToppreativeness, 11.-
000 miles from home, bemuse of the
unhealthy climate and the prevailing
immoralities of those regions compelled
to send their children to England or
Scotland or America, probably never to
see them again? 0 bleased Christi Can
it be enything but a pamion for souls?
It is easy to uederstand all this frequent
depreciation of foreign missionaries
when you know that they are all oppee-
ed to the opium traffic, and that inter-
feres with commerce, and then the mis-
sionaries are moral, and that is an of-
fense to many of the merchants-not
all of them, but many of them-who,
absent from all home restraint, are so
immoral that we can make only faint
allusion to the neoustroeity of their
abominations. Oh, I would like to be at
the gate of heaven when theme mission-
aries go in, to see how they will have
the pick of coronets and thrones and
mansions On the best streets of heaven.
We who have had easy pulpits and lov-
Ingeongregations, entering heaven wi 1 1,
in my opinion, have to take our turn
and wait for the Christian workers
who, amid physical sufferings and men-
tal privation aud environment of squa-
lor, !rive done their work, and on tho
principle that in proportion as one has
been Pelf sacrificing and suffering for
Christ's sake on earth will be their ce-
lestial preferment.
Poor Antos Boleyn.
Who is that young woman on the
worst street in Washingtem New York
or Loudon. Bible in hand and a little
package in which are small vials of
medicines, and another bundle in wheat
are biscuits? How dare she risk herself
among those "Toughie" mid where is
she going? She is one of the queens of
heaveo, hunting up the sick and hun-
gry, and teaftiteriii aireid
Christ's "Let not your heart be trou-
bled" in eight or ten places aud count-
ed out fromsthose vials the right num-
ber of drops to ease pain and given food
to a family that would otherwise have
had nothing to eat today and taken the
measure of a dead child that she may
prepare for it a shroud, her every act of
kindness for the body accompanied with
a benedicticn for the soul. You see
nothing but the filthy street along which
she walks and the rickety stairs up
which she climbs, but she is accom-
panied by an linemen cohort of angels
With drawn words to defeed her, and
with garlands twisted for her victories,
all up and down the tenement house
districts. I tell you there was not PO
much excitement when Anue Boleyn,
on her way to her coronation, found the
Thames stirred by 50 gilded barges,
with brilliant flags, in which hung
small bells, rung by each motion of the
wind, noblemen standing in scarlet,
and wharf spread with cloth of gold,
and all the gateways surmounted by
huzzaing admirers, and the streets
hung with crimson velvet, and trumpets
and cannons sounding the jubilee, and
Anne, dressed in surcoat of silver tis-
have beard that long roll just before
Bergamo. Some of you northern and
smuttier!' men may have heard it just
hefore the battle of the Wilderness: lam
know ite stirring and solemn meaning,
and Ho I sound the long roll today. I
beat this old goepel drain that hut for
centuries been milling thotmands to taks
their places in line for this battle, oil
one side of wbich are all the forees
them." What works? And in what di- beatific and on the other side all thr
rection do they follow them-up or
down? And do they follow on feot or on
the wing? And bow long will they follow
before they catch up? More appropriate
funeral text for all such religions dead-
beats would be the words in Matthew
xx-y, 8, "Our lamps are gone oute" One
would think that such Cbristians would
show at least under whose banner they
are enlisted. In one of the Napoleonic
'wars a woman, Jeannette by name, took
her ;.,osition with the teeops and shoul-
dered a broomstick. The colonel said,
"Jeannette, why do you take !inch a
useless weapon into the- ranks?' 
"Well," the said, "I can show at least
which aide I am on."
Now, the object of 'this sermon is to
stir at least one-fourth of you to an atu-
bition for that which my text presents
in biasing vocabulary-namely, a pas-
sion for souls. To prove that it is pos-
sible to have much of ebet spirit, I bring
the consecration of 2,9100 foreign mis-
aka:melee. It is usually estimated that
there are at least 8.000 missionaries. I
make a liberal allowanoe and admit
there may be 10 bad missimiariesott of
the 8,000, but I do nOt believe there is
one. All Engliab and American mer-
cheat& leases Bombay, Calcutta, Amoy
and Peking 1111 1100D 614 they make their
foitunes, Why? Becemee no European
or American in his seesee would stay
in that climate af ter monetary tuduce-
meats have emerved. Now, the minion.
&ries there are put down 'ou the barest
necessities, and most of thers do not
lay up $1 in 20 years. Wlayethen, do
foam demoniac. Here the long roll call:
"Who is on the Lord's side?" "Quit
yourselves like men." In solemn col-
umn march for God and happiness and
heaven. So glad am I that*I do not have
to "wish myeelf accursed" and throw
away my heaven that you may win your
heaven, but that we may have a whole
convention of beavene-heaven added
to heaven, heaven built on heave-a-and
while I dwell upon the theme I begin
to experience in my own poor self that
whieh I take to be eomething like a pae-
mien for ROD /IL And now unto God, the
only wise, the-only good, the only great.
be glory forever! Amen!
A True Maxim.'
Nothing succeeds like success, is a
maxim well applied to Dr. Bull's
Cough Syrup, for this famous remedy
Succeeds in curing every case of croup,
cough and cold which it undertakes,
luid to this alone is due its wonderful
popularity. Mrs. E. W. Richards,
2214 E. Cumberland St., Philadelphia,
Pa., states : "I have had Dr. Bull's I
Cough Syrup on my bureau for the last
nine years, and have found it a certain
and sale cure for croup. I have also
found it efficacious in extreme mem-
braneous croup, and would advise all
mothers to use it." Dr. Bull's Cough
Syrup costs only 25 cents, and you
should bear in mind, that substitutes
rePheid fever from yonder home will be they etay in those lands of intolerable ;timely benefit the dealer's purse. In-
mocessful. God help the doctors! We beat and cobras and raging fevers, the e • -
hela wait in jireat Anxiety, potal the fires, ogsTioimage soeseereeme playulg IV





been held that cote
sumptioq is hereditary,
and the fact that one pets




,others of that family
could not e-ieatse it.
Fhis is rtly true
and part y untrue.
A man with weak
lunge is likely to transmit that weakness to
his children. But there ie no reason in the
world why the weakness should be allowed
to develop. There is no reascn why the
lungs should remain weak. Weak lungs
predispose a child to consumption. They
provide a place for germs to settle. That
is all that is necessary. Once let the germs
of disease gain a foot-hold, and they in..
crease With a deadly rapidity. Pretty soon
the blood is full of them, and so loses its
healthfidnesse and its strength-giving queen.
ties. If the weakness is in sortie other
organ, the disease will show itself in that
citrate The germs will get into the blood,
just the name, and the body will begin to
lose streerh. We speak particularly of
consumption because it is most common--.
because it causes more than one-sixth of
all deaths in the world.
If there is a weak and crumbly spot la
the foutidation of a house, the owner clears
Cut the decaying material, supplants it with
sew. strong steal That's all there is to do.
That'• that's necessary.
That is exactly the thing to do with the
lungs. Keep them full of rich. red, whole.
tome blood, and the weakness will disap-
pear. Decaying tissues will be thrown off,
and new material will be added until the
lungs are well and perfectly strung again.
This is the thing that DT. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery does. This what
makes it cure 98 per cent. of all cases of
consumption where it is taken according to
directions. It searches out diseue germs
wherever they may be in the body It ex-
terminates them completely and forces
them out of the system It supplies tbe
blood with rich, life-givingirperties. It
tnakes the appetite good, di stion perfect.
It supplies the needed nutriment to all the
tissues and makes sound, healthy flesh.
There •re some interesting facts About it told
in one chapter of Dr. Pierce's Veal work. '' Com-
mon Sense Medical Adviser." This book of no"
pages will be sent free on receipt of twenty-one
(21) One-cent stamps to cover corit•of nuillutr
trate Address World's Dispensary Medical As.
sociation, No. 663 Main street. Buffalo, N. V
0. T. Ry. Time Table.
Corrected May,31, 1896
ROUTH BOUND.
No. 1 daily No.'11 cia,•:.
Lv. Evaneville 6 :15 a. m 4 :20 p. m.
Lv. Henderson 7:02 " 5:08 '
Lv. Corydon 7 :23 " 5:1 "
Lv. Morganfleld 7:55 " 8 :en •
Lv. DeKoven 8 :27 " 8:37 " '''
Lv. Marion 9:21 " 7.36 "
Lc. Princeton 10:21 " fa 10 e
Arv. Hoplonsville 11:30 noon 9 eta p
NORTH aotese.
No. 2 daily No. 4 daily
Ly. Hopkinsville 5:20 a. m. 2:53
arrive 4 :00
Princeton 6:37 "
Lv. Marion 7:31 " 
51e4a1ve .4 .4::
Lv Morganlield 9:02 " 67:1127 '
Ly. DeKoven 8:27 "
Lv. Corydon 9 :30 " 7 :41 e ,
Lv. Hendereon 9:52 " 8 :07 e
Arv. Evansville 10:40 " 9:55 "
UNIONTOWN BRANOIL
NORTH BOUND.
Lv. Morganfield 9:10 a. m. 7 :15 p. oi
Arv. Uniontown 9:36 a. m. 7:40 p.
SOUTH BOUND.
Lv. Uniontown 7:25 a. m. 5 :25 p. m
Arv. Morgaufield 7 :50 a. m. 6 :50 p.
LOCAL FREIGHT TRAINS.
Lv. Princeton T:15 a. in. daily.
Arv. liopkinsville 10:20 a. in. daily
Lv. Hopkinsville 5:00 p. in. daily
Arv. Princeton 7:15 p. m. daily






Ola Mutual Benefit fe
Of Newark, New Jersey.
—See Their New Contract —
EV Myth ;ng in the Ccntrae.
IPall.F nod real estate a-,
specialti, s with as.
°filet. on West side North Main, Deer
Court I+ onse, Hopitinaville, Ky.
II LIS iSL WALLAC
Cushman's
MENTHOL INHALER
A blind couple wore married in Chi-
.
cago a tw days ago, They may get
along all right as they will not be able
io !wee each other's faults
_
Where the children wake up iu the
night restighing one (Mae of Dr. Bell s
lame-Tar-lioney is all teat'. needed.
Sold by R. C. Hardwiek
The campaign of education failed to
educuth, ie shown by the te. turtle
.
To Our* a Oold In One Day
Take ',motive Bromo QnitAire• Tal I••to
fAalLeitronec-triseta 2r1-5efond the money ti it
The man who first declared that -fig-
ure* can uot lie" evidently never looked
over two elertion forecasts.
- -
Do you go to bed to sleep? Of couree
you do! Then if there's auy croup or
whooping onugh miming your children
Sold by R. C. Hardwiek.
Getting the votes is one thit:g, bee
getting them counted ie. another--espec-
pocially when the opposition hits at! 
un-
limited turn of money.
- • ••---
L. Alleu, Clear Springe, Ky .
writes that he IP coefident Sntherlaild's
Eagle Eye Salve eaved his eyes from go-
Wit out. It is the grenest remedy ell
earth for nit', end all kind of sere eye*,
ernetateted lea, etc
Sold be O. Hardwire.
If Ite pehilean promiees mean liey
thing, the timid treutlemeu of the Kant
will uow uulteek their eufety vaults 41,1
give their gold a chence to circulate. ise
that the pulse of traile will beat stronger.
Dr. Bell's Peppermint Chill Tonic is a
perfect liver regulator -eoti-outierim
and blood purifier Removee Mahone
nese withont pureneri. Cure% chiils
mak ea the complaxion good. livarez;
teed by all dealers.
Sold R C. Hardwick.
Preeident Cleveland wee -enable to re-
test the opportunity which his Thatike-
giviiig message gave to get iii a ely dig
at the silver element The dig wee die-
gnaw& thcusands of people readily
aiecerned it.
_ _
W. H. Lankford, meremitioliankfeen,
Tenn., writes: °Dr. Bell's-Pineal er
Honey beats any medicine on earth for
coughs and colds."
Sold by R. 0. Hardwiela
.
Now York paperic nre discussing
the queettion, Can it man learn to love a
wife after marriage? U tifortunately,
there is an abundance of evidence that
he can and that he frequently does.
And then ereneethe trouble.
- - —
To make the eomplexion good ane
hresth eweet nse Dr. Bell's Peppermint
Chill Tonic It purifies the bloom rids
yoe of malaria aim IS an up-builairtg
tonic, aiding eageetion. Pleasant timer
and pleasant effect. a0c G mere n teem
by all eitetlere.
-Fur Sabi by II. C. Hartle, iek.
A few weeks ago Boeton revenue of-
fleers turned me an illicit still. Now
that Brooklye beeu the a‘ene el it
similar rem there is room fur the cue-
picion that a nauuicipal conspiriva
oats iu oeuswition the uluautain 1,reell
of moonshine.
An efficacious remedy for lung affec-
tions, throat dasirderi, and all hronchial
tronbiesses found in Dr Bella- Pine-Ter-
Honey. This medicine has made mac.-
marvelous cures awl is justly ranked
among tne must important remediee
tae age.
Sold by R. C. Itordwiek.
Mr. Bryan made 543 speee heti and
traveled 17,831 miles during the earn
paign of lees than ninety ninety days.
This campaign was the most brilliant
one ever made on this oontin , nt He-
witt be renominated in 1900, and he'll
eleeteet, too, sue four more years of
rule by the money power will be enough
for the people.
Rheumatism Oured In a Day
''Mytinc, Cure" fer kleetumatises ore,
laseiralgia amorally enrol in 1 to 3 days
Ite.action upon the mysfem is reuizer eh',
aud mysteron It removes at out. tie
canse aim the disease immetiuttele et--
appears. The first dose•ga-eatlo Meant- .
75 eente• &aid tey R. 0 llardwiele .ctie•
gist Hoekinsville
Now that the Republicans have gained
the victory-es rather lemeatt
people are anxious to kteow wha
t
are goiug to do with it. People will be-
gin to look for the great proeperity
Cures a, trouhise of the
II tett end Throw. promised by the R
epublicans as snon k
Mr. McKinley gete well settled ie
(ahem and it is to bc hoped that eloa
will not loek in vaiu.
ht4 r1.1 ht ' deek,.•2011 Arlefts
CATARRH, HEADACHE.
habil/1161A, laGRIPPE,
WILL CURE '[natation Nona
HEADACHI Suffer-
ers. Brings Sleep to the Sleepless. Cures insomnia
and Nervous Frolitration Don't te fonifd with worthies,
I initsti,tos. Take only COSHAIAN'S. Pnee, 60c.
at all Druggists. or 11.11.1 fr.e. ACENTS NANi
Untied u se effects
st RE t I RE
ENDORSED 1),T. 
The Beet aalve in the weald foi CCU.
8:11lAI-s, SOles. I:leen. See Iteer.n.
highest medical ate Fever Sore, 'retter I aleponel Eave-
s\
 pismire of ItUmIst , ,,,, , „
•nd Ante•ira for er.Lraidlli., , lorte, .111C an Elie az ar
'emerge Sore Throat .•
ft, y pt,i ,,e. B,-,,,u. twits, Etilfl positively cure. Pile
s, or re.
''''''s. La ORIPPV. • 1,ay required. It II. SCUM taalt0C41 Tr.
 itiT •
The Is se iertee'.1t.gg
arid lirsithful ei.! to pereet satiefae-ion or m
oney refondea..
?rile ge emits leo boa. Fur Sole oe :
te Hanle:ink Ilopkineeille
CUSHMAN'S MENTHOL BALM tr.W.nr"er:
ful rum of Balt Rheum, Old Soros, Cuta.Wounds 
It is very Lice esf the Ducheee
Marlhorough to desire to Lave thee r•x-
Burris, Frostbites. It:Reels ail other nmedies for
frPrelL.MS.Adid're." : 2Ccul;11' mi"!ri'il;ruilr014..blevntibn°1 
pectaist heir horn under the etare
 . I nff . Sit U it a WO- Chicano. 
stripes of freedom's eoil. If a boy, he
might beeome President, Fere see, and if
it girl-well, see'd have no trouble! in
picking up a threadbare nuke iso long as
the money remained in the famine So






It probe...iv needs renewmg..or It ts r. ••
fTeattirsl, ototcLed tir pt rn pt. ;I. tit ' ' •
rtptilsive instead Of strre....1!... t'
alive-. "...align:. Yht• st.n •nd •
Posies and cosmetics lajure tto sain
Viola Crezi__
sem, nourishes and redeem tee se !s.
.10.110 SAW It tt •• •
...I mot cover up. t..tt rensovt•e . •
Luna:eta land a. way t *PIO ,
be OUP!. pro:oration th.at *I!! .
rlinGoftFreetleo. theo222. ), '
Pimples. Iluntiresis of tee laar../.1.1ts trten ; --
nett' halite Cries so ...owls • 1.6r at
0. C. MITTNEEL Cu.. TOLt1.10.041):
The burden of labor is menstantly be-
ing lightened by new inventions, but
nothing new has yet been discovered to
terighteu the hours of labor, :ma make-
life worth Hying like bitumen,. Livei
Reeelaior Lt.% the King ea 'lever
Medicines. 1 sluggish liver deer.. the.
I euea spirit' and causes inegour. -ides
upsettink the W hole syetem. Bet Sim-
Lieu's Liven. Reemiator tones aud
reugthen'a the _eory
1 Within two years ireau the lime Gru-
ver Clevelano gees out of offiee the
great bulk of the pecple o ill fotget that
such a mail ev• r existed. Evert tom: his
. only frieuus nre fni.• Reitt.U.aCaLIS, and
they erant leo; mneh reepeet tor e man
who has acted as he has. but they have
pre•tenned to because th•-y were ueing
him to aid them in defeating the party
that .draggen him out from obeteirity
and made him vs hat he now is.
— _ _
Dr. Beers Peppermint Chill Tome
cures chills permaneetly. A sure appe-
tizer. A pedoct blood purifier. A onn-
nlete etreugtheuer. Dr. bell's Pepper-
I mint Chill Tonic will give color to the
face and change that sallow complexion
to a healthful, rosy hue. It corrects
damoters of the. !stomach and aids eigee-
non. Overcomes nervous depression
arid low epinte. It will restore exiianst-
: ze:dmiau,dnonrir7u sainirdminothers to full strength
Moo children tat us
pie". 1, oarantisid.
Sold by R. 0. Hardee ick.
Wonder if Mr. Sherman will Le as
FERD SCHMITT Agent 
economieal while Secretary of the
Treasury am he was when he occupied
Hopkinsville, Ky. that position under Mr. Hayes? He was
in office four years at is salary of $6.000
per year and eluriug the four years. out
of his total salary of $32.000 he manag-
ed to live well told still gave up $4,000,-
000. It may be, hoviever. that now
that the Seuator is so near ho gray-. he ,
May not care to practice each rigid
economy as must have been neceseary
to have enabled him to save so much of
his salary before.
DoctoriSay;
Bilious and Intermittent Fevers
which prevail in miasmatic d;s-
tricts are invariably accompan
; I-y derangements of the
S':4-=;mach Liver and Bowels.
The Secret of Healtil.
The liver i3 the great "
wheel" in the mechanism f
man, and when it is out ofordef
the whole system becomes .17:-
rancred and disease is the result
Tutt's Liver Pills
Cure all Liver Trouhles.
S YPtIVL1
AYE pH sore Throw*. Pussies, CopYU Colored Spots, Aehre Old I-
'leers ID Month, Itwir It'Llingt Write 004.11
r litrIDT 00.. 11101 Illeasele Tss.sls
111=
ID., for proofs of cures Captl
0.111410. Worst mar. eurodl In 1
Oa days. 1110-pwige break grew.
If you wan,t to withstand the evil ef•
fecte of the coming winter's chilly
bluets, the beet precaution is to put your
lungs and bronchial tubes.; in healthy
and robust eondition by the- use of Dr. ,
Beles Pine-Tar-Honey. It premotes the
free circulation of blood and givee vigor I
and vitality to the respiratory Organs.
i Where catarrh of the throet or heme, or
any pulmonary aileueet enists, it neve !
stotry in Ortler IA) OVert,011.lt alenf, 1,21t-
treesing maladies to feed and strength- • 11
"I'm still a Democrat," says Senator
David Bennett Hill. Ycs,-very
that's jurt what's ruined him, and
tireught about the neat-may for his re-
mitting still for some years to come.
By tryiug to "stand iu with" both sidele
Seeatur Hill has lost out ehtirely-reet
as he deserved to do.
- - -----
Chairman Joues' prediction that be-
fore the end of his term Mr. ateKiee y
will stand in the same position towarde
his petty that Mr Cleveland now saltine
in towards thelhenocratic parny,es more
them apt to prove true. The Republieteu
party will never again dare to go before
the people and ask them to indoor, • the
single gold etismiarel, but it Will all
in ite power to bring about au inti
Lionel agreement on the eilver question,
and in that way attempt to forestall the
Democratic party-to eliminate the
silver question from the campaign. The
Republicans from the Weet and South,
with the aid of the Demon-seta will force
the House- to pees some one of a solver
bill before MAiteley has been iu a
year-and he'll sign it, end tueu them
ne temiblee jjj the Repuluietin camp,
aud before the en of 11.-Kioley's term
the &Aster'. Republicans will pull off
from their party just as the Emden'
Democrats did when their party timeline:
to be leinger dictated to by them.
There. will then, In all prnbahility, be a
r,urgiiinzai..14, 01 patties-= ail the OK.-
busoi, both !Mune-lune aud hepublitote,
will get together. mid there W Ill them
in 1900, be a ',attar loyal, a fight vela,
finieh between the untemtleu Wets: el
free silver under the leadership of the
matchlese Bryan and the single gold
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Via. Ohio Valley Ry.
In connection with the C. 0. ct S. W.
IllinoiseCentral, to Louiseille, CM,
Memphis, New Orleans and
beyond.
Hopkinsville 5:20 a. m. 2 :53 p.m
Paducah 12:00 noon 6 ZO p.m
Ar. M emphis 6 :40 p. ni. 7 :10 a.ni
Ar. New Orleans 7 :40 a. 111. 7 :30 p.m
Louieville 11:10 p. m
Cincinnati 6:40 a. to
Close connections made at Princeton
through solid vestibule trains, car-
Pullman Buffet sleepers, and
reclining chair ears.
F. Mitchell, E. M. Sherwood,
















Will CURE YOU. ''.7 1%,""",....:r
4. / ' ...whist, HILADACHL t ...tweed we et.
"4" ted. St ita cultIL
t 0!' ' ENDORSED ̀,'",...:h. 'ft!".,..":711 ”.
1..." 1.-• for mesa Ian Visnot,'" 'llar"i•per., IIZ.
we w ..1:',;I:tzt .7).:,,....-.,..1f7ttn:p.the
1.......• sod Ntter,.. Preeirstbow D. 11 l Ix, bond .101
Itralial..... Tut eat,. MUM 11%,4. Prim We. sa
'''''.4 7....11Virt.7='.:'...:,...r„let.07.-.41471I
Old .., C., M.... Ver. I...4k.. "1....1••11
mot.. I. 1.11.0.. t•.. • rik... .., ...., .1. 11.14 .... M....-
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Cuslitrian's Menthui Balm.:1r't
Is I.1,_ suleal. surest And n... ,. ,. t le ..1,,
remedy for
CUTS SALT RNEUM CRAFTED HINDS
ULCERS FROS.ED FEET
RRUISFS lice RINGWORM











Sefillitn, Recommended !or PILES.
Celia It. ReIirve l'Aii 1.1,.•1 Reduce inflammation
(...Y•11/11t.d to rive 4.111.111,11011. %Oro V011 lif..1
,,, ',Oa....11. 1.• rote I., sttt Duonman'• Menthol
Seim. Do tint sateept rovii•ing el.., ss teing just
Ie. g •tsi. TI ...e Dalai Is tie I Argest 1301 of Ona-
m.ilitn.suind‘ ttrosiswet rr ittl.rt. marp.L.,,gid.1 ....,, 2s,
for one botry toast Sold .;!'all'Iracillig druggists.
LINGO CO.












































L. & N. Time Table.
ROUTH.
ehe following time table tells when
all passenger trains arrive here:
No, 53, St. Louis expres. ..6 :0 7am
No. 55, accommodation... . ..7 :05 am
No, 51, St. Louis mail 5 :29 pm
NORTH.
No. 52, St. Louis mail. 9:55 am
No. 54, St. Louis exprees.  10 :28 prn
No. 56, accommodation . 8:40 pm
No, 53 makes oonnectious at Guthrie
for Louisville and points &set. No. 55





































Block, up stairs over
• - KENTU 0 K Y .
JesH • MEL •
attorlum - at - Lan
Olive IL.,,iper MOM., over Planter', Kee:
.___ _ ___—__ _ __ _--
S l• ieriwedilier
: the inactive fauetious, and there in
lnothiug that does this 90 thoroughly as
!does Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey, It is 1:111111EIBlirT JL "JL
. a tissue builder, through the process
' of free ana healthful circulation of the __ —
blood. By its nee the proem is metier-
ed less /susceptible to coughs and colds;
:and for their cure there is nothing that , is
',equals the genuine Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar- ; 1 rf sic loll ,, strgeo,
:Honey made by The E. E. Sutherland ' v
p
"0
!Medicine 00. and sold by reliable dea-
r 
siturniatterissieeiesee l/i.,....
;aid 10. & O. Ilarchrbakt. WWI SWOP. 19 4.4 .5.111.5__I 0 OP 4 44! ei siiiiiiiirirmob.....L...': 1G 4
anon over RaMillfiTt'S in mummer Hlook
JONES BLAMES BRYAN
Thinks Bryan Wasted Time
By Going East to Speak.
A MOB'S TRANCE AcT.
A Deadly Duel Resulting rrom a Quarrel that
Grew Oul of a Political Discussion.
Philadelphia, Nov-ember 7. -Chairma n
Jones, of the Democratic National Coin
niatee, is inclioed to roast Mr. Bryan in
regard to the rncent campaign. He mai
to a reporte that Mr. Bryan email have
Leon easily dieted it he han Stay -,!. ir
the We-eters and Midale Weetern Statm,
during the enlare campaign, iustead ol
westing a good deal of his time *peak-
ing in New England and New York nun
taint and °their Slates that he could itot
tiorteilder hew. imeoe to tarry He Mello
eould lime- bi- oi many carried by hand-
ilnen Detents, I Inman, Mies. leen Me, •
.4414, IOWII, Iilifuniia uuti Koziteeky
eorne majorities if Mr. Breen had spout
all of his timean them. He thinks that
the candidate made a big mistake in
going Lett ..t :AL, as Ili hail uu eLauct
there.
Mr. Jones+ seems, however, to forget
that it Was nihney that elected Mr. Mc
Kinleyoutel that the Re publicaue woule,
have imnght tine gilinie teeters they tau
buy evee if air. Bryan had spoken day
and hight for six montas. Mr. Bryan
was defeated hy corruption. and not be.
cane- thc votere did not nuderstanti thi
Ms a -e thorough I y
A STRANGE ACT.;
fSPRCI AL TO NEW ERA J
Louisville, Nov. 9.-Sam Black, tbe
liegro who attempted to outrage Mrs•
Ed Clarke, ot Bradfordsville, last week.
was brought to this city this mortal* to
keep him from being lynched by a mob
that intended to take him from tht•
Lebanon jail:
Last Tuesday night Mr Ed, Clarke-.
of Bradfordeville, went to Lebauon Ui
take the election returns, leaving liae
wife at home alone. An unknown ne-
gro entered the house and attempted to
assani t aim Clarke. The woniads
screams attracted *Mention and the ne-
gro fled without accomplishing his pur
pose. Saturday, Sheriff Youug receiveti
intelligence that the negro wits detann,i
at Perryville, and that night he anti
Deputy Sheriff J. C. Grazebrook
went to get the prisoner aud taee
him to Lebanon. Ou their ret erns
wheu neat Gravel' Switch, the OT -
fleet-, state that they were met by a
large mob, among whom wCre severel
women. The mob compelled the officeis
to surreuder the prisoner and it was
supposed that they made short work of
him. Everybody e as surprieed, there-
fore, when two citizens of 13radfords-
vile section arrived in Lebanon yester-
day morning carrying Black with them.
They stated -that the mob took the neer°
to the Beene of the crime and then, for
some unknown renew', let him go. He
confeseed his guilt to the offieers. Mrs.
Clarke h:ae been in a critical COlirii'10I1
since affair and may not reeover "the
strange actIon of the mob is eubje-et to
much specula t iou .
_ .._ „ ____
CASTOR IA






It mains that Mr. Arthur P. Go. n) an
has lost his rabbit foot-he has lot the
enemy carry Maryland twice in seirces-
sion. Mr GOMM'. Wail, IlOWLYYCY. sharp
enough to etork for the regalar ache
an.I iu that vs•ay maintain hie- stending
in the party-an there are a great
many others who now wieh that they
had done likewiee
0.. •-• •
Olo people who require !mete-ism to
regulate din bowels and kidney!. will
find the troe remedy in Electric Eaters.
This meclicine does net otannlate and
eontaine nd whisky or other intoxicant,
but acts aso tonic and alterative It
sem mildly'on the stomach and bowels,
adding etrength and giving tone to the
organs, theireby aiding Nature in the
performance- of the functions. Electric
Bitters is ao excellent appetizer ana aids
digestion. ,Old People find it just ex-
actly what ahem need. Priee fifty cents




ie Neve Aerie mu- erioWu by al/ in-
cident thin. ocerared in court in that
city • tew Oays ago :Lel. Anetie. who
guerdiart of nine ye-are-I/lei Derothy
Creutie, os4tifieei ilea: $7a0C pee eanitnn
Was t.e!CetiS'ar, Tr. properly take ( "I. of
the child.-hand the Lenart mitered an or-
der allowieg that much from the ;state
of the ehiide, deceased father. De rothy
Cronee, when she beentme age. will
receive enniewhere iu the neigaberLood
of #4,000,0,06. $7,a00 is a pretty tap sum
for one child's support. IMon here iu
Kentucky twenty fiVe or thirty chileten
could be taliken care of for that nom.
- --•
naethea .• p
Mr. Janii Joiles, of the orug lirm of
Jones eit Sin, teoWeien, Ill„ in epeeking
eif Dr. Kins's New Discovery, says that
test winter his wife was attacked with
hmrippe, aid her case grew so serious
thxt Phesiaians at Cowden and I ana
multi do nOthing for her. It meow d to
nevelop inrhaety eonsurreptien. Hav-
ing Cr. Ki ises New Diseovery in the
store, andlaelling loie of it, he toe k a
bottle amass. and to the surprise of all
she beaan1M get better from fire one,
and half demon dollar bottles mine' her
sonud and! ,aell. Dr King's Nee. Dis-
eovery f coninutiption. cough), and
coldS is rante ei to do the, gone ork.
Try it. F e trial bottle* at R. C. !lard
wick's d store. llegular ,ize eo cts
and $1.00.
PARI(ER'S GINGER TONIC
shoo* Lung Troutdes, distrewing reoroarh and
ferns.* Us, rand is noted tor wish dig Aires when s.i °Use
treatment fail& there nb.ther and .nval di should h••. it.
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
Meares sud heed ''.es the hall.
Prodnut. s les rowth
1111ewer Pails to Restore
Hair to Its Youthful Color.
Owes scalp d as h•Ir
at, and e I I.. at Lnlapas 
ex4DEFtooRms The crlY PurrMope pow Maar issutag Noy. Veer ILIDruggsas
Til \ t 1; k
FOR II IN LE
'ARE YOU THIN?
Flesh Ildarlie with Thinacura Tablet,. by a
scientific provess. They create perttet 611-
Ili III everv for of food, secret irg the
vat uable pens and discarding t he a °Hitless.
They utak' thin faces ;dump and round out
the figure. ; The etre the
STANDARD REMEDY
for lett o pees. containing nu ttrs-nic. nue sib-
'KA uiely harmless.
prepaid. el, a for Pi.
Pam piing , •• 11 W Ti I FAT," tree.
THE TH I t: ' HA Broadwoy, N.Y
pt. • .i.. • .....1, r_ ..ae-r setae
•
E... C. ANDERSON
Office over Planters Ban . Offices
N YROYAL FILLS
fIried• we.il 0-tly
•••e. 4..”!• t.•••••• Sat
1ov era,. Jhootpli P.
...sof Peen i - tied and ,
ea a...1 vr Li. Tss•
• stam. Meuse deworew meorilor
:so. se. 1.4.11.... •I oressasukw nod
la AA.. Ift M.1.4.1••• !'t













Protnotes Digestion cheerful -
ness and Reet.contai ns neither
Optuni.Morptine nor Mineral. IS ON ilild
/SOT NARCOTIC.
hkse:e sem ilkliM172,11112ER
Pomp/ r:• J..de -
At r Jenne • ,







Pim Yea - 1301'174E 011`
l'• _ „srireAr,
tiAnetiiRteSMI0c1hYad krpri°anfriP 6 - .
Worms ,Convulsions ,Feverish-
tiess and Loss or SLEEP.
'




is pot el, in 01111-0.14 bottle, 0:7. ri
-_
• At6 months nItt
45. DOV.S.-=.351C:IF NI S -
is so sold
yiie"7nast
in teak. Doan &now urn
am ca the plea or ratios*




pose" air Iles that yes get C-A-8-T-0-1e-I-A.
EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.
:lie is/-
exile







on the wash board, because
washed week after week
soap that was ineffectual
the dirt. There's another
cheap soap that's too strong—eats
the clothes as well as the
want the soap that's neither
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of imitatirm trade
mark., and lab) to.















Costs no more •pacages.,,,.._,.....,........
only by CffURCE & CO.. Ncr Y.!:
Wrile for Arm and Ilanswe: BoL,a
ee: tete -
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severest judges a tailor has.
find a slight if it's hidden be-
lining and the cloth. In this
we do more than to try to
please our patrons-we go so
try to please our patron's fern-
That is what brings Int
orders-that is why we are
bney-that is why we can mak*
finely fitting, elegant clothier
Let us talk to you about thali
CLARK, "The Tailor."
IlaN7iWT., ji DI th,. 1 ' Art 44KH'', .0.....- .. . -AVro5
* • N. ''`". if.ad" ..-Iv :m.- ..,...e  ,
i: k Ail
=as- 1...-.
‘..uccap.A. , - •---- . - :rs--- fr
A. uice line ot pretty














on hand. Call on
Bethel
accessibly,
Instruction:No
For:illustrated
W 1 S.
RUSSELLVILLE,
Ryland.
II ealt
Saloons,.
catalogue,
i College,
ICY.
hiul, .Arin,e Schools,
Expenses
address
. • Ff
Thorough
Moderate.
. I
esident.
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